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th e g r a n d v a lle y sta te c o lle g e s

Jonuar* I&I973

PEACENIKS MEET IN DICK NIX’ TOWN
A feeling o f h%h spirit and
unity will be shared by
thousands o f demonstrators as
they prepare to march against
Nixon's continued war policy.
Supported and endorsed by
people such as author Kurt
Vonnegut Jr., and Wendell
Anderson, the Governor of
Minnesota, they will mass
simoultaneuusly with Nixon’s
in n a u g u r a l
p a ra d e ,
in
Washington D.C. on January 20.
After a nStlOnai C«'fiVC1l!h»n
held in Chicago two weeks ago.
The Vietnam Veterans Against
the War decided to also support
and participate in the march,
along with other
national
anti-war groups.
Other people endorsing the
march include more than a
dozen congress people, labor

HOW 10 GIT
A chartered bus is being reserved for students interested in going
to the Washington Peace Demonstration which is scheduled for
Saturday, January 20.
Those students who are interested can contact Mr. Wilbur W!Su~
o o c < o ? <w i j w v f i f ^ f e ! v « t t S l .M < 0 .l f u a u
361-7917 about ear pool

Student Association authors,
and reltpous leaders.
The three mile march will
take place between Arlington
Cemetery and the Washington
Monument, with students from
across the nation participating
along
with
famous
guest
speakers.
National organisers of the
event stress tire non-vroicnt
nature of the demonstration. It
has been referred to as tiro
“ counter
inaugeration
of
conscience” . The demonstration
"is a chance for non-violent
people to express non-violent
outrage and indignation ” as an
organizer remarked.
The only factor that will
lessen the turn-out would be a
signed peace treaty, although the
demonstration will be held.
Predictions
regarding
the

hr driving *o dee

Ib e bus will be leaving Friday evening, January 19 and it wiD
..rive in Wtshinston
»SrG*ning. It will leave Washington
Saturday evening and return to Grand Valley Sunday morning,
IWfAAIU « #
21. Price for the die round trip is >22.56 and donations
marked
the
first time a scientist
for the trip are being sought.
was actually a member o f a lunar
expedition. It also marked the

H o t W eek in W inter
A
multitude
o f snow
explodes in a beat-red face! it
fbes from every direction as the
mighty dogs' pawn dash against
die frozen ground and their
actual paths o f barren land! It is
a famous dog sled team and this
Saturday and Sunday, January
19 and 20, professorial ones like
ft wffl be coming to die Grand
Valley State campus to partake
in the 1973 Winter Carnival.
Memben o f the Great Lakes
Sled-Dog A n o rirta n wM be the
mein attraction beginning both
days at 1 1 4 0 s a t . in front o f
They « i be
a 1750

is alio an annual event with a
plague being given to the
winners. "Donkey Basketball
be a risky busbies*,”
Fred Creeper o f
Community Council and one o f
the organizers o f the affair.
"Two years ago the football
coach broke his a r m . . . ”
Admission fot students is SI 6 0
m advance and SI .25 a t the
door; for others it is S1.2S aa
advance and 1 1 5 0 at the door.
The movie T h e Omega Man”
wA be preaented that rdgit,
d m , at « :0 0 pan. in 132 LM L
The Hick is mo— rad by CCA.

will be awarded.
Tuesday, January 23 will
feature a pizza party at the
Vtflaae Inn and for a small
admenion fee participators are
welcome to all they can eat.
Wednesday, January 24 is
reserved for a day at the ski hfi.
A film entitled *W »ter Light”
will be shown at 3:15 and 7:30

P-m. in 1 14 LMH (Sponsored by

what might posribty be th e last
moon want in this century.
■ms is unless me cwvent
trend
of
cuts
in apace
appropriations is reversed. O r
unless public interest in space
research is revived.
It's popular to assess the
value o f the Apollo program and
space exploration in general in
black and white, pro and con
terms. Terms that ignore the
gray areas m between.
Hie thinking of science
professors on this campus,
however, reflects the in-between
shades more than most common

professor ShsMon Kopperf, it's a
------- T__
__5_UJ------M m «tin
B_:s

* jS E u rja v i iH iu n u c ih m

case be believes the money used
for space research could be put
to better use. "I'd like to see
HEW get the money. They're
getting cut left and right.” B ut.
he adds, "1 don't want to see the
money used to fatten the
Pentagon.”
Responding to this mode of
dunking geology professor John
Henderson o f CAS warns against
being "snowed by the idea that
money can solve all problems.”
Technology was all that was
needod in the space program
c o n * t on pg-5
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Our fsir share That's all we U nited Statesmans w ant
A fte r all w e're w orked hard to get w hat we've got. I t is
o n ly a fter n um enm s decades o f hack rounding labor by
m ir forefathers th a t we h a ir aspired to th e leisurely and
a fflu e n t p ro file h v are today. I t o n ly seem s right that the
nation which has p u t m ore in to technology advancem ent
should recehe w hat is fw oftortionally due them .
Sure there are p ro file starting on this planet as an
indirect result o f o u r oterbearing ex/d o itathm s. b u t d o n 't
these fam ished profile. especially the sm all children. realize
that its only a m atter o f tim e before th ey to o will fiossess
the sum ptuous life n o w being en jo yed b y th e m ajority o f
us U nited Statesmans I'm co n fid en t m o st o j us living in the
land uniquely blessed b y H od wish th a t those less endow ed
l*copics o f this planet co u ld have th e fthvsical com forts w r
so righteously deserve, it o n ly m akes sense that we should
co n tinue to take m ore o f w hat n r need because those
underdevelo/fed nations need som etm e to lo o k up to.
H ow are th e less fo rtu n a te (m aterially sfteaking) going
to know' what is g o o d fo r them unless they have a
reference group to b o k up to. A n d how are we going to be
able to remain in our p resent fio sitio n as ecrm om ic leader
unless n r continue to increase our rate o f coveting and
greed.
(in ed docsn t hare to he blatant o r flagrant to exist. So
fo r those o f us M iddle-W estern U nited Statesmans w ith a
XcthcH andic Christian R e fo rm e d background w ith its
emphasis o n hum bleness—i t is run hard fo r us to f it in to
the present day schem e o f greediness. The m ost im ftortant
thing to rem em ber in being greedy is to keep a t It, be
iem sistent, don 't le t up. a n d o f course be cool a b out it,
su b tlety is th e way to go a b out it. When you're in a
rcstuarant take an extra helping o f the rich s tu ff every
time. When y o u 're buying a c a r-g e t th e biggie advertised
during the tim e o u ts o f th e So/ter Bowl, (five yo u r extra
tim e to th e people who w ill eventually /tad yo u r
fiockerbtHik.
Its o n ly right th a t we U nited Statesmans get our fa ir
share because its a ll in o u r karm a a n d we deserve w hat we
get a n d we 're going to g et w hat s com ing to us.

••••
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editorials
A n d in o u r life alone does N ature live
A sw eet a n d p o te n t voice, o f its o w n birth
Q f all sw eet sounds th e life a n d e le m e n t!"
S a m u e l Taylor Coleridge
"D ejection: A n O d e"
By Candy Drane

T o so m e o f u s w h o have e x p e rie n c e d m o m e n ts o f
a n x ie ty , d e sp a ir, a n d even a sense o f d e s p o n d a n c y , th e
R o m a n tic s, lik e C o le rid g e , a re c o m fo rtin g to o u r
"WHEN A NATION GIVES so m etim es w e a ry m in d s. T o o th e rs , th e a n sw e r is
BIRTH TO A MAN WHO IS p a rtic ip a tio n , in v o lv e m e n t in th e college c o m m u n ity .
ABLE TV PRODUCE A GREAT A p a th y , o n e o f th e m o s t p re le v a n t c h a ra c te ris tic s in
THOUGHT. ANOTHER IS m o d e m s o c ie ty , is a lso o n e o f th is p a rtic u la r c o m m u n ity 's
BORN WHO IS ABI.E TV g re a te st ills.
UNDERSTAND AND ADMIRE
i t w o u ld b e u n fa ir t o accu se th e m a jo rity o f G ra n d
TT"
JOUBERT
V alley s tu d e n ts o f b e in g a p a th e tic . U n aw are an d
u n in fo rm e d w o u ld p e rh a p s b e a b e t t e r d e s c rip tio n . M any
by June Crocker
believe th a t s tro n g in te ra c tio n w ith fello w c o m m u n ity
m e m b e rs is an e sse n tial e le m e n t o f th e ir life sty le . O th e rs
Born in Atlanta, Georgia,
c o m p la in o f b o re d o m a n d in a c tiv ity . T h e y c riticize th e
January IS, 1929. into a family
G ra n d
V elley
so c ie ty
fo r n o t
reco g n izin g
th e ir
with « tradition o f concern for
in d iv id u a lity o r th e ir c re a tiv e p o te n tia ls .
civil rights. Dr. Martin Luther
A s C o lerid g e re m a rk e d in th e p re c e d in g q u o te , "W e
King.
Jr.
constantly
and
receive
b u t w h a t w e give. A n d in o u r life a lo n e d o e s n a tu re
ccntistently preached love and
life.” S tu d e n ts hav e p ro b a b ly h e a rd sim ila r re m a rk s b e fo re ;
non-violence throughout his
tiie ro m a n tic k n e w th a t life w as self-fu lfillin g . In o rd e r to
years of leadership in the
gain
re c o g n itio n , th e p o e ts u p h e ld , o n e m u st e a rn it.
struggle for civil ri^ u s until the
L ikew ise, in o r d e r to m a k e th e co lleg e e x p e rie n c e a
day when he was struck down
by an assassin's bullet. But. Dr.
valuable o n e , o n e m u s t ta k e a d v a n ta g e o f th e o p p o rtu n itie s
King's dream still goes on.
it h as to o ffe r. I f th e college fails to o ff e r n eed ed
The anniversary o f the
o p p o rtu n itie s , th e s tu d e n t sh o u id m a k e th is fa c t k n o w n .
birthdate o f Dr. Martin Luther
G ra n te d , n o t all m e m b e rs o f th e c o m m u n ity are
King, Jr., was celebrated by a
p a rtic ip a to rs . S o m e d o n o t w ish t o p la c e Mlcm selves In
few
GVSC
students
and
‘‘th e line o f fire .” O th e rs d o n o t hav e th e tim e o r th e
aumimuaiors as they pssd
m e an s to d o so . T h o s e s tu d e n ts , h o w e v e r, w h o have sp are
tribute to a great man.
tim e o n th e ir h a n d s a n d are n o t w illin g to sacrifice so m e o f
Speaker Erv Bode, Campus
it,
sh o u ld n o t c o m p la in o f b o re d o m .
Ministry Council, Ben Price,
Each, co lleg e o ffe rs a v a rie ty o f a ctiv itie s fo r its
Administrator and Randy Flood,
s
tu
d
e n ts . A n u n u s u a l tr a it o f G ra n d V alley is th a t it
member o f the Black Student
m an ag es to re c o g n ize th e fa c t th a t it o ffe rs a lte rn ativ e
Coalition spoke on topics
e d u c a tio n in th e fo rm o f W illiam J a m e s C ollege and
ranging from “ Reflections on
King's Theology'' to “Where Do
T h o m a s Je ffe rso n . B u t it c a n n o t b e e x p e c te d t o c re a te th e
We GO From Here". Guitarist,
in d iv id u al.
Mike Quaintance was on hand at
In o rd e r t o m a in ta in a s o c ie ty w ith a n in d iv id u a listic
the opening and closing o f the
a ttitu d e , th e in d iv id u a list m u s t p a rtic ip a te a n d c re a te its
ceremony with a couple o f his
g o v e rn m e n t, its d u b s , as w ell as its a ca d e m ics. E ach p e rso n
most influential songs. The
can d e m a n d a n activ e so cial life, b u t he m u s t c re a te th e
ceremony lasted no longer than
forty-five minutes. The GVSC e le m e n ts to m a k e it so.
H o w ev er, i f c lu b s a re n ’t o n e s b ag , th e re is y e t a n o th e r,
community was too busy doing
p
e
rh
a p s a m o re sa tisfy in g a lte rn a tiv e . T h a t a lte rn a tiv e is
its tiling to be bothered with
such things as paying a tribute to c ra ftsm a n sh ip .
a by gone leader!
T h e re are several o u tle ts f o r releasin g o n e ’s creativ e
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
energies. O n c e a s tu d e n t b eg in s to d ire c t his en erg ies
to w a rd s his p a rtic u la r c ra ft, o n e a lso d e v elo p s his
self-c o n fid e n ce . H e b e c o m e s an im p o r ta n t, c o n trib u tin g
m e m b e r to h is s o c ie ty , a n d e n th u sia s m f o r it in a v o id a b ly
increases.

L A N T H O R N

The JJkNTHORN i s t h e s t u d e n t n e w s p a p e r o f G ran d V a l l e y
S t a t e O O l l e y * . T he o p i n i o n s e x p r e s s e d i n t h e L a n t h o r n
a re s o l e l y th o se o f th e s t a f f o r o f sig n ed c o n tr ib u 
tors. M l c o r r e s p o n d e n c e o r i n q u i r y s h o u l d b e d i r e c t e d
to
UUVTBORH, 1 7 L S H , G VSC .

N o la n

J e f f J a r i c h , D a v id F a i r
B a n s H o r a t ik

B ob W

"W r receive b u t w hat we give

f c a t a y M a r l e t t ,D a v i d
C . J . C s a r n i k , R ic h a r d R u s h ,
K a th y B o y I o n ,
K a lis h
iiliy
L.

Whether it be writing, photography, art, or even
politics, a student’s individual talent is crucial to a
satisfying life style. He must learn to express these talents,
no m atter how meager they m ay som etim es seem , and
fascinating learning experiences wffl grow from them .
3
Through his craft, the student w ill com e in contact with
• peers who will help encourage his aspirations. He will also
• experience criticism and dissapoanting events that wfll help
• to make him a stronger peraon, better prepared to face the
2 real world when he leaves the college security blanket.
J ’‘And from the soul Itself m ust three be sent
•
A sw eet and potent voice, o f its ow n birth
• O f all sw eet sounds the life and d em en ts.”
•
Once an individual learns to express his talent and
2 cneigies freely, he wfll find new ch a d e ^ e s a w a its* him .
• H e v l probably experience a drastic change in his h ie
* y le as he regoys new opportunitiei rod new ****** to
«
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Science
P e o p le

By Cathy Marlett
H n rti-ji
hrt m December .6 -3 1. iv72,
a new protest group called
SESPA/SFP
(Scientists
and
Engineers for Social and Political
Action/Science For the People)
tried rather unsuccessfully to
disrupt the annual convention of
th e
AAAS
(A m e ric a n
A s s o c ia tio n
fo r
th e
Advancement o f Science). Only
one Staff Member from GVSC
made it to this convention,
although many had planned to
attend. I talked with Dan Clock
from
W JC
about
this
convention, but primarily about
SESPA and their activities. Some
background information on each
group might prove helpful in
understanding
th e s e
organizations.
AAAS has been around for
I2S years. Their membership has
grown
from
461
charter
members in i854 to 13.1,000
individuals in 1972. Their main
concern at this convention
according to the AAAS Program
included:
“ in -d e p th
examinations of recent scientific
d e v e lo p m e n ts ,
e x te n siv e
exploration of science-policy or
sctence-and-social-needs issues,
and new dimensions in annual
meeting programming to better
..mw o f ifct A m ifuilion’t
principal goals, increasing public
understanding of science. " The
Association is “seeking to play a
more effective role both as a
broker in promoting greater
cooperative activity among the
sev e ra l
s c ie n tific
and
technological fields and as a
catalyst in stimulating more
mutually beneficial relationships
between sciences and technology
and other segments o f society.”
brought
together
by
the

common experience o f being
fhutrsted in their attempts to be
r human
socially
productive
b eings
and
by
their
“ identification
with
those
people
who
suffer
the
degradation
of exploitation.
racism, sexism, Oftrl »»*•*» M
according
to
the
SESPA
newsletter. Referring to AAAS.
SESPA is fed up with the
“ fragmented
activity
that
masquerades as ‘science,’ but
which only serves to rationalize
the political system." There is
no formal membership nor are
there officers of SESPA/SFP,
rather the group is defined by its
activities
and
those
who
participate in them. A few of
these activities would be I)
ieafletting against the ABM; 2)
demonstrating against the war;
3) raising social and political
issues at scientific meetings 4)
conducting
workshops
on
various aspects of science. Their
goals at the AAAS meeting were
distributing literature, making
their views heard at scheduled
sessions and workshops, and
h e lp in g
to
organize
a
demonstration against the war
without end in Indochina. In
general, SESPA feels that AAAS
is ‘anti-people.” They operate
on fhe nrinotpal that “uciance is
of intrinsic value and is
concerned with human welfare
only insofar as it values the
promotion o f science.
To begin, Dan stated that the
AAAS is “ one o f the largest
professional
meetings
in
existence.” They always have
met between Christmas and New
Years and at this year's meeting,
there were around 10,000
individuals from all the sciences
in attendance (not including
‘I
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SESPA
and other protest
groups). Dan stated that SESPA
“successfully
disrupted
the
AAAS meeting in 1971. They
caused enough trouble so that
the leadership o f AAAS was
carefully planned this year."
Other than regular members of
the AAAS, there were many
affiliated socities in attendance
ranging from the Society for
Systematic Zoology to The
Society for Research and Child
Development to The History of
Science Society; which is why
Dan attended, being s Historian
o f Science and bavins
hi*
—
v written
--------- ---Doctoral Dissertation on the
History o f Mathmatics. There
were many lectures given at
various hotels. According to
Dan, many themes were brought
out at these lectures. One o f
them was called. “Cross Cultural
P e rs p e c tiv e s
on
E arly
Development.” Jerry Kagan, a
visitor to this campus last year,
gave a lecture on this theme and
“confirmed ” ‘ad
nauseum,’
statiscally. Piaget's theories.
Since last fall, “he has convinced
h im s e lf
sta tisc a lly
that
intellectual
maturation
is
absolutely culture free.” With a
touch o f humor, Dan inserted
this incident: “ At the end of
Jerry’s talk, the first person to
stand and react was Margaret
Mead and she said, *What s
wrong with you psychologists,
we’ve known that for years;’ or
words to that effect, and Jerry

slid, ‘Dr. Mead, psychologists
are
not
as
smart
as
anthropologists, and we need
statistical evidence for our
theories.' ” Dan noted that the
whole crowd broke out bulling
and applauding With that. Dr.
Le.. Urban
Problems, etc. Of ail the lectures

there was primarily two which msn sP**klR8 didn’t want to be
SESPA wished to disrupt The interTUPted not
much him as
Principal one was the meeting in the chairmtn d' dn’* want to **
which the AAAS’s retiring in,erruPted- But the SESPA
President, Mina Rees, was to give group insisted. They just plainly
a talk which included topics forced their way in. They were
totally contrary to what the wry polite about it. They
SESPA organization stands for. apologized for interrupting, but
The SESPA people began to stated they had to do it for
argue on Aow to disrupt this morai reasons, th e group of
lecture *nd by the time they SESPA people then went ahead
were done arguing, Mina Rees and announced the rally. At the
was done speaking! Dan noted
o f ine announcement, the
of Glen Seaborg, now President B“y said, T h an k you for letting
o f AAAS and a native o f us interrupt your meeting,’ and
Ishpeming, Michigan, “an evil immediately,^rnosf BT Wfc’TOO
man connected with the Bomb people
in
that' meeting
utd
other
awful
things, applauded!’ I’m not sure if
introduced her.” Dan, at that that’s absolute proof o f the
time, just got up and left the number o f SESPA sympathizers,
lecture. They (SESPA) were hut it sure looks to me like a
more successful in protesting good indication o f that fact. As
agasnst the lecture concerning R turned out, only about 300
Genetic
and
Psychological people showed up at the rally,
A p p ro a c h e s
to
Animal but what happened at the
Improvement.
session Dan related was more
On Christmas, the President significant.
and leaders o f AAAS refused
As a closing note, I asked Dan
SESPA satisfactory hotel space. just what is the big disagreement
It just so happened that AAAS between AAAS and SESPA. He
V» c e
P re s id e n t,
E vert replied, ‘T h at scientists do work
Mendelsohn,
is
a SESPA for the Government for evil
sympathizer. In reaction to purposes.
Money
grabbing,
do
anything
for
losing
the
hotel
battle, they’ll
Mendelsohn started a petition money-especially if it’s what
drive. It was intended for they want to do. SESPA’s
members o f AAAS, not SESPA. purpose is Science for the
It was a petition to the President People!” I mentioned that Viet
to stop the bombing. They oniy Mam seemed to be a big issue
obtained 2,000 signatures, but with SESPA. Dan replied: “Viet
would have gotten more except Nam could not be going on if it
that it was planned o*er night, weren’t for members of the

and wasn’t too organized. The
group then planned a large rally
and started going around to
every teuton they knew of to
announce when and where the
rally would be held.
One o f the sessions Dan
attended was interrupted by the
SESPA people, “and a very
interesting thing happened. The

AAAS. It is the work of the
people who are members of the
AAAS which produce the
technology which produce all
these horrible anti-penonnei
bombs and things like that.”
When asked about why SESPA
was unwccessful this year at the
meeting. Dan replied that it was
w y poorly organized or just not
enough
organization
in
-“like
groups.” Lastly, 1 asked Das if
he thought AAAS was losing any
strength due to SESPA. T t is
approaching what happened to
th e
Modern
Language
% the radicals
la my opinion, that’s
ns happening. The radicals, I
wer the AAAS.
tlwt if they do
r, it will be i
hut i f
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Dear Ann Landers: Our hearts go out to those sex-starved wives
who wide to Ann Landers and complain about cold, indifferent,
clumsy and sloppy husbands who are lousy lovers. My husband and I
solved the problem 40 years ago, after five years of marriage.
We decided not to have any sex. Sex is nothing more than a habit
that causes children, disease, mental illness, divorce, crime and
murder. Every rotten thing in this world can be traced to sex. It is
also a lot of trouble and rarely worth it.
Don’t tell me sex is natural. Many things in nature are repulsive,
such as a cat eating a bird, etc.
I hope you will print this letter so the women in your reading
audience who have sexless marriages will realize that they are
aciliftllv

N-,

THE DOCTOR’S RAG
by Arnold Werner M.D.
QUESTION: Most of my
girlfriends are not very well
endowed in the breast area;
those who are all sag quite a bit.
Recently, I saw an ad for s
massage unit reputed to help a
girl obtain youthful firmness
(copy enclosed). I’m wondering
whether this device has any
therapeutic value or is it only for
erotic stimulation.
A N S W E R : In c re d ib le !
Absolutely incredible! For only
$18.85 (post'paiu; a woman can
obtain a device resembling a
small plumber's helper mounted
sideways that is battery driven
and produces “a warm, growing
feeling." The au, illustrated with
a photograph of a nude woman
with unusually pointy breasts,
also states that "you can
maintain and strengthen the
natural beauty and firmness of
your own breasts, with this
exciting,
effective
vibrating
breast massager." Note the
wording folks; the ad cleverly
avoids stating that it produces
anything that isn’t already there.
Your complaint is one that I
have difficulty responding to
with sympathy. I get the feeling
that you will never be happy in

you quest for . oerfect bruit

or If you nod ooe. there would
have to be something else the
matter with the person the
breast is attached to. While most
find a woman’s breasts
to look at and touch,
the breasts are really
ate the least constant physical
features of a woman, changing in
and size as a woman ages,
and* as her body weight changes.
Their one functional attribute,
feeding the newborn, is
accomptehed whether they are
round or square, big
ugly or pretty.

QUESTION: How does one
go about getting birth control
pills from a college health
center?
ANSWER: There are several
types of college health centers
when it comes to contraception.
Some are realistic and view
contraceptive services as being
within
the
definition
of
complete health care. Others feel
this way but disguise their
intentions so that you have io
know which doctor to see so
you fabricate a story saying you
are about to get married etc. The
la st
g ro u p ,
fo rtu n ately
diminishing in number, act as if
by ignoring the subject i( will go
away. They do not seem
bothered by the fact that so
many people get pregnant when
they don’t want to because they
are ignorant about where to get
services.
To check out your health
center, call the appointment
nurse or the director if they do
not have a publically stated
policy, and ask if contraceptive
services are available for all
students and if there are any
strings attached. Sometimes a
separate fee is charged which is
usually reasonable and necessary
to defray the extra costs
involved in this service.
If you draw a blank at your
school, check and see if there is
a Planned Parenthood chapter in
town, or if health department
does family planning. Sometimes
hospitals have fmaily planning
clinics. Private doctors often can
be used. Whenever you make an
appointment for contraceptive
help, be sure and be specific —.
with the secretary or nurse you
speak to about what you want
so that you can avoid the
stuation o f seeing someone who
won’t help you.
P ro p e r
prescribing
of
contraceptives
/o r
women
requires that a medical and
sexual history be taken and a

P****1
l*Mc “ *m "
I**0™ *1
Certain lab tests are also in
order, if you are having trouble
finding a doctor to see you,
remember that the combination
of condom and contraceptive
foam, available without I
prescription, is highly effective
birth control.

LETT’ UGE BEGIN
By David Olson, under the
auspicious Rev. Jimmy Lee

Lettuce

_____

nr

friends I’ll tell you.
Now, I know you young folks
Sue
and Frank
hue ana
r « . * came back to # are thinking: "Sure. sure, th at’s
the dorm ai r
P
‘
easy enough for you to say. Rev.

Frank
dorms.
impulsively,
grabbed Sue's hand.
“ Let’s go up to my room he
suggested.
“What for?” asked Sue.
“ U h . . . to
look at my
seashore and mountain posters,”
lied Frank.
“ Are you sure that’s what
you really have in mind?”
“ No,” said Frank, caught, “ 1
wanna’ mash you.”
“ If thy right hand offendeth
thee, cut it ofT,” said Sue.
What?’’ said FRank.
*-■* f ‘ “ St. Paul says: ‘It is better to
arry than bum .” responded
Sue and ran up to her room and
locked the door.
1 relate this illustrative little
fable o f disabuse to show the
pervasive fallacy that is now
becoming popular on our
nation’s campuses. The fallacy
I’m referring to is the so-called
sexual revolution with its
so-called situation ethics and its
so-called free love and the
attendant so-called promiscuity
and
so-called
feeling and
so-called touching and so-called
fondling and so-called groping
and its so-called orgasms.
Hugh Hefner and Karl Marx
have been spreading the lie, now,
for yean that there’s something
alright about sex. I feel it’s my
[duty to tell you young adults

^

all your time in the pulpit and
directing the ladies aid, you’re a
man of the church and a prophet
in your own time. But, me.
Steve or Sally Sophniore, I’m in
the real world, bombarded every
day by temptation from books,
magazines, the radio, my friends
and the school intercom. What
can I do?’’
Well, I’ll tell you what you
can d o . . . get a hold o f
yourselves (figuratively speaking,
or course). Think for a mihUtfe.
Think about the leading people
»n America today, I’m talking
about men like actor John
Wayne, Coach Don Shula,
vice-president Agnew and Sec. of #
Agriculture Butz. How do you
think these men got where they
are today?
This is a little known fact,
but these men among many
others have overcome their sex
problem. I mean to tell you that
even though most o f America's
political leaders, captains of
industry and athsete-heroes
may pretend an interest in sex, I
know for a fact, they do not

indulge!

Surprised? I know I was. I
used to think that I was the only
one in America who felt this
way. However, I began asking
around and although such
people as Henry Ford III,
President
Nixon, 3
and
Ozzie
that this is simply not true. You M
0 uzzle

don't think God U interested in ^
' y " ! m*rried’
they aren’t. It’s only public
bx do you?
relations (so to speak).
Of course not.
In a country so inundated
This is my message to the
with
sex and sex-interest as is
young people o f Grand Valley
and the world: forget about sex.
count,y. public figures feel
It iust tires you out, (thinking 1 u nec***wy to pretend they
obiut it that is). W h y T y o !
^ ste d
in so-called
think the nation’s youth are so conJu8al *>*is*- But let me assure
feckless and downhearted? Why
youngsters, they are not!
do you think people between
“ *** only *fter these men
the ages of 15 and 30 swell the
secret celibates that they
rolls of unemployment? Whycould accomplish anything. I
can’t you and your friends find a
*t*nds to reason; you
worthwhile goal in life? HI tel! j*®*’ 1 re*iiy think that when
you why. Youth today is *>enry Kissinger is negotiating or
engroarad (and 1 use the word Joe Hamath’s throwing a touch
with man than one meaning)*’* 11 P*» that they’re thinking
with sex, sex and more sex. Who
do you? No.
leads Playboy,
Penthouse. „ , . J11** remember, ray young
_ Roup*. Comtopoktm, Dude, £■ ““*’ *hen you read when
4e*m . SO y Nylons, Touch, * ***, book says “Go forth
(Sim * G a r t e r . , U a d i m d * fruitful
multiply,’*
f M fr end Rod? Not me or my
to math dam.’
T A
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VETS
9 SYCHED OUT

APOLLO
<s cn'S)
The scientific theory already
existed.
But cancer research, for
example, is hindered by the lack
of the all-important
basic
scientific knowledge. “ All the
money in the world can’t speed
up cancer research," he says.
Henderson has always been
critical of the motives o f the
space program. “ From the very
beginning the name o f the game
was ‘who’s going to put a man
S A V E D ! A DIME:
on the moon first?’ It was
always a political situation, a
Kopperl
attributes
this that
should
some
easily
space race, beginning with the change in part to a general exploitable resource be found on
Sputnik scare. The Russians sort anti-kientific attitude amo^g the moon, space research would
of conceded when they decided P«0P,e J* wa* provoked by “art once again top the priority list.
not to put a man on the moon.” interest in the environment and
According to Hall, the
TJC tutor Dan Andersen recognition o f the horrors of framework
for
the
space
believes the real value of space wbat technology has done in program has been unreal. “Most
research will be realized only if Vietnam.’
of the things done so far could
this race evolves into a united
Hall describes this attitude as have been done on unmanned
world-wide effort. “Space is the VCry upsetting. Our society is ________
__ _______
missions. The
fabulous________
success
frontier to unify m ankind-the base(* on the technological world Qf tf,e Mariner program around
last great frontier.” He’d like to as it exists. If we continue to Venus and M m gives credence
see “not a crash program, not a deny it, we’re headed for to the belief that unmanned
desperate competition” but a trouble.”
ex p lo ratio n
is
valuable.”
Since its conception, the Unmanned research could be
united effort. "The pace might
be slower, but we wouldn’t see it Apollo program has cost $25 afforded with a greater diversion
as so much of a luxury,” says billion. But this figure is of funds from the manned
miniscule in a federal budget program. ‘There is tremendous
Andersen.
by
m ilitary energy and cost involved in
Although
CAS
physics d o m in a te d
expenditures.
Military
spending
creating life-support systems,”
professor Donald Hall has never
been a strong advocate of has topped $1 trillion since says Hall.
But if the man is eliminated,
manned space exploration, he is WWII.
‘T he scientific-objectives still so also is the best public
quidc to defend the research
itself! *:In this turbulent, turbid haven't been attained and funds relations ploy. Without the man,
atmosphere, an astronomer is at are being cut back. The scientific a moon landing seems an empty
the mercy of clouds and part of the lunar landings is just technological feat; with the man
beginning now,” says Henderson it represents his triumph over
pollution.”
He
maintains
that
the “ And there’s a fear that there t e c h n n ln o0/v an”A n a t u re~.
Unfortunately, even the best
advantage o f seeing infra-red and won’t be enough money for
ultra-violet stars and focusing on researchers to study the rocks p.r. can’t sustain the attention of
the American public for twelve
x -ray
reg io n s
w ith o u t brought back."
Hall
believes
spack
research
y
e a rs.
R ep itio u s
rocket
interference
would
be
of
appears
to
be
a
luxury
since
launchings
produced
what
“ tremendous value.” It’s always
there
is
no
readily
visible
tie
to
Andersen
calls
a
“ho-hum,
a
been his wish that on the
re-run” attitude.
manned expeditions, “ Instead of *»•« average person s life. T h e
A few years ago, every school
taking a ham sandwich, or a harld' 51 idea m the world to sell
child
knew the names o f each
piece o f cake, or a golf ball, “ baslc
he “ ** ? h'
somebody
would
bring a commitment o f resources with
astronaut. Today, most people
would be hard pressed to name
telescope. Finally someone did " ° guaranteed outcome.
the three astronauts aboard
He
has
no
doubt,
however,
on Apollo 17.
Apollo 17.

AIT
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Seattle, Washington, The
Wasiiingion state chapici of the
Vietnam Veterans Against the
War has begun a program to deal
with the psychological problems
o f returning and returned
v eteran s
because
of
a
predominant
feeling among
many Vietnam veterans that the
“ Veterans Administration (VA)
cannot be trusted.”
Many Vietnam veterans are
turning away from the VA, the
government-sponsored
agency
which / was established
to
alleviate their problems.
There are at present 316,514
Vietnam
veterans receiving
disability pensions from the VA,
less than one quarter of the total
2,185.000 eligible for VA
pensions.
The W A W program proposes
the establishment of an agency,
comprised o f veterans, which
deals with the “ post-Vietnam
syndrome” and which uses
relatively new phycho-therapy
known
as “ Human social
fnn/«tinnino
*
~ 'O' ”
Ken Perry, one of the prime
motivators of the Washington
program, said the easiest way to
descriye
the
post-Vietnam
syndrome is as a flashback
reaction, like the one depicted in

Slaughterhouse Five. Perry, who
h « treated 12 Vietnam veteran*,
in the past year, said one
common symptom was that they
each had, in some way, “become
unstuck in time.”
Paul
Richards,
W AW
coordinator of the project, said
the
phychological
problems
created by the Vietnam war have
all been ignored by the VA. He
maintains that anybody who was
in Southeast Asia should have
phychological
help
readily
available.
Vietnam veterans, he noted,
have the highest suicide and
divorce rates in the country.
Peny, a former Washington
state social worker, has been
using
the
human
social
functioning method for about
five years, and claims that it is
the only method o f self-analysis
that is “worth a damn.” The
method consists primarily o f an
initial test, then a series of taped
interviews which enable the
patient to criticize his own
thought processes.
Perry proposes that people
run the program “who have been
through the same shit. Vets will
go to these people but they
won’t go into the massive health
care delivery system where
problem-solving
people
are
immediately ostracized.”

uru Maharaj Ji gives peace. Come
hear Mahatma Parlokanand, realized
disciple speak on the knowledge of
the True Self.
Acadamics Bldg. Davenport College,
n. Jan. 22, 1973 at 8:00 p.m.
st Common Room LHH Thomas Jefferson
liege. Tues. Jan. 23, 1973 at 12:30
ponsored by:
ivine Light Mission
4 Lafayette N.E. 774-0541
_____ at 7:30.
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MEW
If by chance you happen to
be walking through upstairs
Lake Superior, where the
language labs are located, you
might have noticed the suave,
well-dressed and very European,
somewhat Oriental, or perhaps
even Indian-iooking professor
leading conversation around the
coffee table. Well, he is a
professor and more than often
he is leading the conversation,
but he is not a European.
His name is Antonio Herrera
and in an interview with the
Lanthorn last week he reflected
on his past, including an incident
when, he was in a restaurant and
he noticed that a woman had
been staring at him for quite
some time. “She finally walked
over,
recalls Prof. Herrera,
and asked, ‘Sir, are you an
Eskimo?’ 1 replied, “Yes, but 1
can’t speak with you for very
long because my dog sled is
double parked.’ ”
Antonio
Herrera
is an
American-a South American,
P ROF. A NT ON I O HERRERA
newest member o f the Language
Department in CAS. H« is
o rig in a lly
from
Malaga,
" S i r , A r e y o u an E sk im o ? "
Colombia. Professor Herrera
offers
courses
in
basic count each one.”
After speaking with the
...
...
,
conversation, composition, and
licensing b o » d o f the .U te o f
? ^ .,
Pf
Spanish Literature.
be!wee" Prof'* ° '
With
the aid of two New Y oik, Ptof. Heneni found
thet
his
degree
front
the
*nd
",udenlg o v e rn m e n t
sp o n so re d
Prof. Gearhart invited him to
scholarships, one enabling him university In Colombia, wes
to attend a high school and the more
than the equivalent visit the Allendale campus. He
the
small
coUege
bachelors
from any university liked
other a university, he graduated
atmosphere
and
its
potential
for
from
the
Universidad de here, but less than a masters. He
growth.
As
o
f
this
fall.
Prof.
applied to several universities to
Pedagogics y Technologies
Colombia, and received a degree do his graduate work and chose Herrera has revived the once
is teaching. He was active in to accept the offer made by the popular Spanish club and its
members are busy tutoring
soccer, Colombia’s national University o f Oregon.
Spanish
speaking students in
He packed his *61 Chrysler,
sport and wrote sports newt for
the univvfiiiy paper. After that he had purchased in New grade schools and high schools.
graduation, he worked as a York, and drove to Eugene, Prof. Herrera is coach o f Grand
sports columnist for “El Tiempo where ait uasU niarap awaited Valiev’s soccer club which has
and El Spectador,” two of the him. “When I first arrived in 31 members and is still growing.
most widely read newspapers in Eugene, 1 asked for directions to He h also working on his
South America.
the Regis tar’s office,” said Prof. doctoral thesis and will defend it
While working in Caracas, Herrera, blushing, “and ended sometime this year. On life in
Venezuela, covering a soccer up being shown to the men’s
the
U.S.
Prof.
Herrera
match, he had dinner with some bathroom ” While working on
commented, “Sometimes it is
o f his f r e s the U S., who his masters, he taught courses in
veiy confusing but this is my
invited him to visit the united basic
conversation, Chicano
home now.”
States, and he answered, ‘Why studies and honors Spanish. He
not!”
also acted as player-coach for
6: “Women
and
-Feb.
He arrived in Miami in the the vanity soccer team and
Aging”
summer of ‘67 with two dollars coached the second and third
13: “Women
in
-Feb.
and fifty cents in his pockets teams. He received his masters
Prisons”
and no English. He worked in from the University o f Oregon in
•Feb. 20: Sharing poetry;
the Florida orange grower for 1969.
participants are asked to share

two months and decided to head
Prof. Herrera made the
north to New York to look for a decision to come to Grand
teaching position. With the aid Valley after speaking with Ezra
of the Colombian Consulate, he Geachart, chairman of Foreign
was able to iand lecturing Languages at Grand VaUey, at a
arignments on both the high Language Arts convention that
school and college level In and they both attended in Chicago,
around Albany, New York. He had come to Chicago with
“While in New York, i had the hopes of finding a position at a
opportunity to make my first mailer College. “On the
snowman,**
Prof.
Herrera Unhenity of Oregon’s targe
“I had never seen campus,” states Prof. Herrera,
before md as the flakes “there exists a state o f
to the pound I hied tc dehumanisation and not the

original poetry, particularly
aimed at the women's
movement.
-Feb. 27: “Women and
Those Who Treat Them;" this
talk will deal specifically with
“Women and their bodies.”
Special guest speakers wfll
include Harvey I. DeMaagd, the
GVSC physician and local

*VE 5 ^ T h e concluding part
of “Women and Those Who
Treat Them” wiU be presented,
dealing with “Women and
“Anthropology, Hentory and their Kydies,” A discussion of
Myth** wfll be the opening
wfll

Editor's note: This is the first in a series o f articles by Steven /..
Creamer student at Grand Valley. It is the belief o f the Lanthorn
that there are as many ways to find spiritual fulfillment and put
purpose into life as there are people. I f the following Eastern
philosophies do not strike your heart as truth , then possibly it is to
your advantage in knowing that at the present time you arc better
acclimated to other philosophies.
EASTERN PHILOSOPHY FOR A WESTERN MAN
The

Four

A spects

o f Our

B eing

It is obvious that we are living in an age when the urgency for
spiritual answers, to practical questions is at its height. The rise in
suicides, political confusion, drug abuse, evangalists, proclaiming
Guru's and anti-war demonstrations are sure signs that the questions
are obviously going unanswered. Yet, ironically enough there seems
to be more people with absolute truths than there ever has been. It
has been emphatically expressed to me by many “ Jesus People" that
unless I forfeit my “ Eastern Ways” and surrender to Jesus that I
would suffer a smoldering existence in Hell. After due consideration
I concluded that to me, heaven is in your heart and hcl! is in your
mind. However, if I was subjected to such a proposterous law I
would certainly be spending a most unfair eternity in good
co m p an y . . . . Confusdous, Buddah, Einstein, Plato, DesCartes,
Euclid, Lao Tzu, Zoroastor, Lincoln, Mohammud, Paine, Aristotolc
and the millions of “ purposeless" people that God created before
Christ was ever born.
No, I'm afraid I have too much faith in the laws that God created
to accept that such a force would not allow a soul to express itself to
a perfected state through an evolutionary cycle known as
reincarnation. Furthermore. I feel Jesus Christ was sent, as so many
others, to display to man that this evolutionary process is possible
( “These things you shaii do and greater” ). Unfortunately, many
people believe the Bible is the only way that ruth can be found. We
often forget the hundreds o f spiritual Avatars that have tried to give
the same message Christ did. It is apparent to me that so many of
them have been badly misinterpreted.
One o f the things I have learned in my past nine years o f studying
metaphysics is that there are four aspects o f man which make up the
way he' expresses himself on earth. These are: Physically.
Emotionally, Mentally and Spiritually. The physical type man is one
that sits in the physical state o f awareness. He is typified by the
“Charles Atlas” type. Physical virility seems to be a point o f stress
and the life style o f this phase o f man is centered around the power
o f the body.
The emotional type o f man is an emotionally oriented person. An
example would be a person who is totally committed to a person,
religion, or idea and suddenly, without warning changes their entire
mode o f thinking in a radically imbalanced manner. Not that change
isn’t necessary but in the emotional phase radical change is a way of
life.
The mental aspect o f man is exemplified by the man who is
constantly trying to break down life intellectually. The mental man
is one who is tired o f accepting things the way they are. Such men
who expressed the meniai phase were Fin*tein and Freud. It is
obvious to me that this mental phase o f man is being expressed
today more than ever. Never in history have people been so mentally
aware o f life around them. Today people are not only concerned
with what taste good to their physical senses but what will
nutritionally benefit them most. By looking around us we can
plainly see that man is very mentally aware.
The fourth phase o f man, being the spiritual phase, is the stage in
man’s development when the physical, emotional and mental aspects
no longer offer a challenge. This phase o f man is born dedicated to a
mission o f encouraging others to become spiritually aware. The men
that have been an example o f this final stage o f development in man
are Christ, Buddah, Krishna, Confusius and many other men known
as “ avators.”
During our lives all o f us go through all these stages ; some o f us
never grow out o f a certain phase according to how much we’ve
learned in the evolutionary cycle o f our past. To me this law, among
many others, are answers to many questions I’ve had in my life. This
philosophy use in a sensible light can provide to d s for understanding
yourself, others and life’s purpose. If you should have any questions
on this topic or disagreements 1 encourage you to piease write in to
the Lanthorn.
Next issue 1 will try to explain the “law o f rebirth” looking noi
only from a metaphysical point o f view but also from the standpoint
o f the Bible.

Steven L. Creamer
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W GVS GROWS WITH YOU IN M IN D
Gy Richard Rusch
In an 90011 to become more
audience appealing and more o f
a real-life radio station, WGVS
has
been
making
several
additions and changes. In the
past the staff has always seemed
to be contented with remaining
in a small carrier current world.
However, this year they've
proposed that
the station
expand to FM frequency. Their
proposal for 10-wstt FM already
went to the Radio Control Board
and President Lubbers. Lubbers
appointed a Radio Planning Task
Force to discuss the direction o f
radio for the next five years.
Right now things look very good
for the passage o f the 10-watt
FM proposal. Should
this
proposid become reality, FM
should begin around next fall,
transmitting from new studios in
the yet to be completed student
center. The 10-watts will give
WGVS a broadcasting radius, o f
8*15 miles. Some decent sounds
hay* been needed in this sees for
a long time.
Meanwhile the station has
been making an effort to expand
its programming beyond the
mere spuming ot
records.

They've added a series o f special
interest programs, one every
weekday from 6*8 p.m. Monday
is a variety show with interviews
o f interesting people; Tuesday
will be a blade cultural program
with community information,
interview s,
literature
presentations, and a pcsdbillty
o f histories o f old jazz;
Wednesday's show will be
devoted to classical music;
Thursdays will present "Just
Women", Including Information
on
women’s group events,
women’s music, biographies o f
women in music, and interviews
and readings from women (Jill
Johnston and Barb Gibson
coming up soon); and Friday’s
show will deal with electronic
music.
Other special features include
the album spotlight every night
except Wednesday at 9:30 in
which an entire new album is
played; the Shadow, Wednesdays
ll
7 . JV
p
indoctrination", everyday from
12*2 p.m., Rock "N " RoU News,
on Tuesdays and Thursdays at
4:40 and 8:40 P.M.; Earth News,
The Mother Earth News, and In
the Public Interest.

Athletic fans can catch, the
away basketball action In its
entirety on WGVS. and there
will be a game wrap-up at half
time end the end o f each home
game.
Presently WGVS has the
largest staff in the history o f the
college. It has expanded to
include new advertising and
production
departments
in
addition to their already existing
news, music, and engineering
departm ent. Anyone interested
in any o f these areas or the
sp e c ia l
programming.
is
encouraged to contact the radio
station. The station also can still
use disc, jockies with "genuine,
original, unique ideas". WGVS is
making every effort to be the
community's radio station but it
could use some feed-in and
feed-back from the people.
Don’t be afraid to let them
know how you feel or what you
think, or just feel free to call up
and request some record. The
station
is located in the
basement o f Seidman House,
and requests or interesting
conversation can be made at
extension 129. WGVS is yours,
use it.

WGVC-TV Announces Varied Schedule
FRIDA Y, 1/26/73

iM h M hM

THURSDAY, 1/18/73

8:00 PM- BOOK BEAT “A Stubborn Case" by Charles Frankel
S.SC
e r f THE ».®COniv a Renort from Lansing (Black A White)
9:00 PM- BILL MOYERS’ JOURNAL
9:30 PM- BEHIND THE LINES
10:00 PM- MASTERPIECE THEATRE: COUSIN BETTE "Poor Relations
FRIDAY, l;19;73
8:00 PM- BOOK BEAT "The Original Sin: A Self Portrait"
by Anthony Quinn
8:30 PM- OFF THE RECORD - A Report from Laming (Black A White)
9:00 PM- BILL MOYERS' JOURNAL
9:30 PM- BEHIND THE LINES
10:00 PM- MASTERPIECE THEATRE: VANITY FAIR "Vanitas Vanitatum

8:00 PM- THE FAMILY GAME "Religion"
8:30 PM- THE FRENCH CHEF "Sudden Company"
9:00 PM- MASTERPIECE THEATRE: COUSIN BETTE
"This House For Pleasure"
10:00 PM- FIRING LINE "Harold MacMillan"

SUNDA Y, 1/21/73

HONDA Y, 1/29/73

8:00 PM- THE FAMILY GAME "Linda"
8:30 PM- THE FRENCH CHEF "Open House"
9:00 PM- MASTERPIECE THEATRE: COUSIN BETTE
• "Poor Relations
10:00 PM- FIRING LINE (Guest to be announced)

8:00 PM- SPECIAL OF THE WEEK "Awake and Sing"
(Pre-empts “Book Beat” normally seen at 9:30 PM)
10:00 PM- WASHINGTON WEEK IN REVIEW
10:30 PM- THIRTY MINUTES WITH

MONDAY. 1/22/73
8:00 PM- SPECIAL OF THE WEEK
“Til The Butcher Cuts Him Down"
9:30 PM- BOOK BEAT "A Stubborn Case"
by Charles Frankel
10:00 PM- WASHINGTON WEEK IN REVIEW
10:30 PM- THIRTY MINUTES WITH
TUESDAY, 1/23/73
8:00 PM- THE FAMILY GAME "Linda" (R)
8:30PM- SPEAKING FREELY with Ed New

TUESDA Y, 1/30/73
8:00 PM8:30 PM9:30 PM10:00 PM10:30 PM-

THE FAMILY GAME "Religion"
SPEAKING FREELY with Ed Newman. Guest: Rene Dubos
BLACK JOURNAL "Black Christian Nationalism”
WORLD PRESS
THE JUST GENERATION 'Tort Law"

WEDNESDAY, 1/31/73
8:00PM- THE FRENCH CHEF "Sudden Company
8:30 PM- PLAYHOUSE NEW YORK "Home”
10:00 PM- SOUL! "Shades of Soul"
THURSDAY, 2/1/73

9:30 PM- BLACK JOURNAL "Black St. U mMs"
10:00 PM- WORLD PRESS
10:30TM- THE JUST GENERATION "Environmental Law

FRIDAY. 2/2/73

r

THURSDAY, 1/22/73
V.

• . _ — v **

,•

8:00 PM- THE ADVOCATES
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iondiM ists
Watson necessarily had his little
jest specifically in mind, no
intentional
fallacy
for me
thanks. We're all free to use our
imaginations, however.)

by David Olson
The two most prevalent
responses that I’ve overheard or
observed in regard to the latest
art exhibition at Manitou Hail
have been: “What trash!” or
Non-Committal Silence. I would
like to take issue with both these
responses.
People who don’t like the
type o f art shown in Manitou
are. I suspect, looking for one
thing only: “ Art as a copy of
nature.” (What ever that may
be!) ” A young man once asked
Picasso why he. Picasso, painted
things in such a ‘distorted’ way.
In reply Picasso asked to see a
photograph
o f his critic’s
girlfriend. Picasso studied the
photo for some minutes in
apparent surprise and handed it
back io the young man, and
asked “ How it was that your
girlfViend is to small?”
Picasso's point is also the
point o f all the arts: art doesn’t
try to reproduce life, it tries
rather to give the viewer a
different perspective o f everyday
reality. A photograph o f a rude
mode! isn’t anymore “ true to
life” than Duchamp’s Nude
Descending a Stair Case: they
both simply present the viewer
with a different window o f a
similar phenomenon.
As for nevercut or stunned
silence. I’m not sure it’s

Other humerous works are:
Ronald Stein’s pseudo museum
piece, Coydou Willow Inhaler
( “ a two handed grip has been
reported as early as 1936.” ) and
Richard Stein’s pop rendition of
Mary
Magdelene
as
an
overbearing comic book cover

appropriate to the art displayed
in Manitou. The exhibit is a let
o f Ain.
Proof for the two above
puddings is, I think exemplified
in Kenneth Foster s Garbage
Can. It’s quite literally trash;
don’t think the artist isn’t aware
of the responses he elicits.
arbage Can is a ceramic garbage
can filled with ceramic trash that
includes on close examination a
ceramic sponge, a ceramic dead

bird, and a ceramic piece of
paper with the letters “ US”
(U.S. or Us, depending on how
your feelings run).
Foster’s sculpture makes us
re-examine garbage cans and
their contents in terms o f color,
form, or else meaning and
everything in our arsenal of
artistic criticism. There is also a
smile in that garbage.
Another
amusing
commentary on art criticism was

IV, Wl I'd,/ \ LVOV O
People and things have been
moving at the Calder Fine Arts
Center, in anticipation o f some
fine happenings within the next
few weeks.
From the Art. Dept., we are
encouraged
to
visit
the
“ International Art Show” at the
Manitou and Mackinac Hall
Galleries, where the works of
faculty
m e mb e r s
from
surrounding colleges are on
display. The exhibit includes a
media o f drawing, print-making,
ceramics, painting, jewelry, and
sculpture.
In
the
Dance
Dept,
mewement is co ordinated with
unusual sounds, such as ringing
bells, flushing toilets, or the
name,
syllables
of
ones
according to
student
Hunter Baldus.
T'k
mmonr
l
rrontm
ien
r Moui

Better was ariced to describe the
activities o f the Iftoic Dept. M s
term, he chuckled. “W«8, I'm
seedy to commit suicide!'’ He
referred so Ms busy sdreduls in
for * e open “Dido
wT lo he performed to
t Arts
The CAS
Onc-A-Day

Dope, is

are ail o f a different variety and
should prove to be very
interesting.
“ Each
production
is a
different experience for the
audience, ranging from ine light

com tay i__ _
___
to the classical farce of ‘Don
Berlemplin.’ To help accentuate
this variety of experience, the
audience
will
be
seated
differently
for
each

Ronald Watson's untitled action
painting on a triangular canvas
covered with a plastic floor
cloth. When Jackson Pollock
first began action painting,
(many colon, randomly placed),
hostile critics said it looked as
though he was displaying his
paint spattered floor protectors.
Watson has done precisely that:
so yah-dee*yah-dee-yah to you,
critics.
(By the way, I’m not saying

(Magdalene).
The exhibition includes a
large variety o f artistic styles
from Robert Sheardy’s neo-art
noveau ( Gibsen Gemauim and
The Swimmer) to the surealism
o f Chris Stoffel’s Guardians
onward to the op art and the
attendant trom p L’oeil of James
Kersina’s Color as Displeasure.
Two pieces that I particularly
like were Lee Collet’s plastic and
masonite
A
V ita list’s
Sarcophagus
(it’s
ironic,
Harvey) an d Winifred Lutz’s
imposing mobile Sway Snake
Membrane, breathing taking and
slightly threatening, feel it and
move it to see what I mean.
All in all I found the
exhibition to be thoroughly
enjoyable. I hope it becomes a
continuing feature.

( r r n ir m
j

director of the one-a-day plays.
Opening the ONE-A-DAYS on
Jan. 23 are “Chicago” and
“Ludlow Fair” Written by Sam
Shepard, “Chicago” is the
to u ch in g
story
of
the
relationship between a man and
his bathtub and how the man
teams to accept both death and
life without sex. The cast
includes John Rosochacki, Mary
Ens, Pat Iron, Jade Coulter, J. R.
Mam min a, and Mary Ann
Barker. “ Ludlow Fair” by
Lanford Wilson portrays a slice
o f an evening in the life o f two
room -m ates:
one
pretty,
sexually active, and lonely; die
other, homely, sexually inactive,
and lonely, lire girts are played
by Am WQford aid Penny
Victor. Both ‘^Chicago” and
“Ludlow Fair” are directed fay

Robert Moyer.
On l a . 24.
IMs it a gruesome play.'
by Richard Maake A written fay
loro*te. About two rats
a baby in a crib in
Pfay

Bertell. On Jan. 25,
m other play opens: “ Lost
Caritoon,” written by Lyla Hay
Owen and directed by Robert
Moyer. This is a “campy”
mini-musical, inspired by i930’s
B u sb y
Be r k e i y
movies,
sometimes
telling about a
down-and-out movie star, who at
the end o f the play remains
down-and-out. The cast indudes
Phil Bowman, Tim Schenk,
Penny Bragg, Deb Burger, Pat
UgneU, and Ted A nton.
“Lorca; Celebration o f Life
and Death” opens on die 7th o f
Feb. This is adapted from the
works o f Frederico Garcia Lorca
and is directed by Laura Salazar
and Virginia Helton. Included in
die cast arc Mary lo Roys,
Kathy Sanders, Vicki Barringer,
R o b o t Drinan, David Simon,
Verne Jones, Ron Vender SNk,

TNs
o f die
CM

and Garland
production
voice,
farce, Dorn
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BLUEGRA S S
by Howard Kalish

FUCK

FLAK

There is a type o f music
same credentials. Comparing the
faults, it is intended to introduce
Scmggs style o f three finger
„
Hollywood’s reputation for film with a book because they us to the characters. Gene
which is usually categorized in
picking
, •*»»£ j transforming popular literature
the
country
music genre.
both are created to entertain, is Hackman, who as a radical
Seeger refers to this style as the |
----- >< __ ,..i. I- the screen has usually like saying that eggs and steak
However, UlUVglMi il9U»IV liaS Sctuggs style because fcari
minister, hss to sermonize to the
suffered under the blows o f both
should taste the same, because ship’s passengers, helps set the
enough distinguishing qualities
Scruggs, who will be biographed
literary and film critics. The they both are food. Anyone who moral tone o f the film. The
to prompt the creating of' its
in a later article, was its main
criticism
typically relates how goes to a movie based on a book, attempt fails, and the whole
own category. It is my desire,
innovator). The banjo is used at
the movie totally deviates from and expects to see a literal prelude puts the whole audience
through my series o f articles, to
a lead Instiuttvxt as is the fiddle
the
hook, or didn't capture this translation of that work is on the edge of their seats,
increase
the
interest
and
and mandolin while 'he guitar is
or
that
‘thing’ which the author foolish. The film deserves to be silently urging the ship to
awareness o f people to Bluegrass
basically a rhythm instrument
had
created.
The points are well judged by itself as a motion capsize and get the show on the
music.
which works with the bass to
made, and few films have picture.
road.
First ofT a little history is in
play the runs in between vocal
achieved
any measurable success
I
r
wi
n
Al
l
en'
s
lat
est
When the ship does capsize,
order. Bluegrass is a fairly recent
lines and instrumental lines.
in the 'printed-word-to-screen' production is a film adaptation we find Irwin Allen at his best.
phenomenon o f the post World
These runs, licks, riffs or
transition.
of
Paul Gallico's book. The The man obviously delights in
War Two yean. It has its
whatever are used in most
Mike
Nichols’
Catch-22
Poseidon
Adventure. Gallico's this kind o f action, and he does
proverbial roots in essentially a country music as well as blues
caught
the
slow
build-up
of
story followed a small group of himself proud. The Grand
country music atmosphere since
and rock and roll, but they have
insane
paranoia
o
f
the
book,
and
survivors
as they trek their way Ballroom
scene
of
"The
the developers o f its style are
a more prominent position in
Dalton Trumbo did Dalton
through
a
capsized
ocean
liner
Poseidon
Adventure"
will
stand
country
perform ers.
Bluegrass which is another o f its
Tnimbo a favor and gave Johnny seeking escape. The novel was a out as a dnematfc classic o f
Nevertheless, it is possible to
unique characteristics.
Got His Gun the emotional and perfect subject to be cotivcrtcu dramatic action and special
find a good piece o f the blues
More history, biography and
intellectual impact that also to a screenplay which rests effects. Even afier the primary
amongst the roots as well as jazz variety o f styles in Bluegrass will
dominated his book. Other films
(jazz
particularly
in
the
be discussed in later articles. In have simply given flesh to solidly on beautiful character action has subsided, and the ship
formations. Paul Galileo’s art is upside-down, the scene o f the
improving instrumentalizations
the meantime if you wtah to
characters created previously on resides in how he can create a Grand Ballroom has tremendous
o f Bill Monroe, the Greenbriar hear some Bluegrass. I suggest
paper.
Everything
from few well-rounded, thoroughly impact. With tables hanging
Boys and recent Stanley Bros, records by Bill Monroe, The
DeMiile's
versions o f
the
where the ceiling should be,
recordings). In talking about the
Monroe Bros., The Stanley testaments, to From He r to believable, entirely interesting
“ roots" o f any music things can
Bros., Flatt and Scruggs, or the Eternity, and more recently, The characters and build around broken and battered bodies
become quite tedious and hazy, Greenbriar Boys for starters. I Godfather, have been vehicles them an armature o f plot and strewn about, and the dazed and
constructing
a stunned survivors wandering
so I shall simply explint the welcome any suggestion or for great character portrayals a c t i o n ,
completely
enjoyable
reading
around the chandeliers and
roots metaphor into oblivion by information you may have on
held together with a dash o f experience. The film rests on the skylights, now at their feet, a
saying that with all these musical the subject o f Bluegrass and you
plot, and a slug o f action.
same
foundation
o f solid macabre scene is set from which
trees around, roots can get can contact me through the
The trouble with comparing characterizations, but not due to the film truly begins.
intertwined, lost, dehydrated, paper
the two forms o f the same work Irwin Allen and probably not
At this point, Gene Hackman
prominent, preeminent, etc. etc.
is that they shouldn't be too much to director Ronald gathers his small group of
The aspects o f Bluegrass
compared. If a film borrows a Neame, whose best film yet, T V followers, and starts the trek
which distinguishes it from other
title, a few characters or a plot, Prime o f Miss Jem Brodie, also from what used to be the top o f
music and without which it
but doesn’t hold up as a mirror depended upon good acting. The the ship, to the new top o f the
would not be bluegrass are
to the original, it is not a great credit is due to the fine cast ship, near the propeller shaft.
essentially three qualities (in no
error on anyone's part. O f which Allen and Neame have Among those who go along are,
particular order):
course, film will always use what assembled to bring Gallico’s Ernest Borgnine, Stella Stevens,
. . . Instnim ents-tbe typical
_ it can from the tilerary world, cw»!!o« *e the seteen.
Red Buttons, Carol Lyntey,
biuegrass band is made up o f a
jj mainly
because
it
is a
The first section o f the film Shelley
Winters, Jack Albertson,
fiddle, five suing banjo, guitar,
conglomeration o f all the arts, pre-disaster - is relatively useless.
string bass and mandolin. One
biit it cannot be judged with the Obviously, and this is one o f it’s and Roddy McDowall. Someone,
can get by without the guitar 1L
either director Neames or
whose duties can be taken by
Jh W*!|-■l« *«
piVwwwi rsuvm nwc UUIK dill
the mandolin and bass and one
amazing job, because, for the
can get by without the mandolin
first time in
q u ite
along
(a dreadful thought) whose
time, Roddy McDowall doesn’t
duties are not taken over at all
overact. Stella Stevens does the
One may even substitute the
by Rick Dunn
first good job o f acting she has
string bass for an electric bass
done
since "The BaUad o f Cable
moved
by
this
as
was
everyone
Last Friday night at the Civic brass became just a little too
guitar, but this brings us to the
Hogue
” , and this is one film
Auditorium, a fine performance overpowering for this reporter’s else in the Auditorium. Some
next point.
where
Caro! Lynley is even
was
the Milwaukee tastes. When i watch some poor how, nufscaliy, the Cow Palace
—
woiven bv
*
. . . a c c o u s tic
music likeable. Shelley Winters, a two
of
the
Civic
middle-aged mar. move ever acoustics
Bluegrass is always non-electric Symphony Orchestra, directed
time Oscar Winner, has the best
Auditorium disappeared and it
closer to cardiac arrest through
(with the bass guitar as an by Kenneth Schermerhom, a
role
she has had in yean, and
over exertion just trying to hear
ex cep tio n
on
occassion). man o f experience. He became
sounded as if we were in die does a beautiful job along with
Orchestra’s
petmenant his own cello, it truly is heart
Amplification is executed by the
the other professionals in the
rending.
Great Hall in Moscow.
microphone or pick-up (a device director in 1968 after serving the
cast.
Then the intermission came
The excitement caused
mainly used by acoustic guitars). New Jersey Symphony as
"Poseidon Adventure’’ is a
and
this
time
the
audience
this pieoe when the change
This peculiarity gives Bluegrass a conductor and the American
fine
film and for the first time
movements came caused some
Theater
as musical identified itself. In typical Grand
less modem sound as compared Ballet
since
"The French Connection” ,
Rapids fatiiion, they dapped
people in the audience to begin
to the dick Nashville music of director.
i found myself on the edge o f
His experience was apparent loud tn d long enough to bring to clap early, but when it came
Charlie
Pride
or
Tammy
the skilled conductor back once, time to show our appreciation my seat. Terrific action and
Wynette. But maid you this is as he guided the Orchestra but did not give him what he
nerve pounding tension, plus the
I'm afraid we fen short
through Beethoven’s ’Overture
no handicap.
magnificent
characterization by
deserved.
There were tw o curtain
to Egntont, O p. 84," where one
. . vocals
and
After a hurried cigarette, Schermerhom played a s esco rt, some o f the Best character actors
instrumentalization—the vocals is nssaiiy wont to pufi out aS
in Hollywood, equals a film that
polite conversation with a few of but no standing natation.
the stops and let the b ra* drown
in Bluegrass cannot be
a l concerned can be proud of.
Sometimes more
else h o t, including the patrons I knew and a visit to
unique. The sound is timiar to
If you read tee book, seethe
the can; the conceit-was an I get ad
peroration, he k e p th ish ea d
many other country music styles
movie;
it's a good fihn, and tee
with
its
provincial
treatment
o
f
again. M o o fin ’s "Symphony
tire Orchestra's.
OWtriHy m i Hawk Wiliams, for
ending
in
a Ml different. If yon
No. S in B Flat Major Op. 100,” rvrrjthing except
instance), but la B hupuss the
haven't
read
tee book, then see
The Civic
a* in a haB that ts a a nil ring tribute to the
harmony o f turn to at many as
book. It’s
o f the

r

u r> n \

i
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five male voiom afl staph* *■ 4
hi-*! t e a n r y o h l s ^ i l
bring a spate at mat at a tear
(depending t r the lyrics)

far

le City CoonaMon is

aigoodastenHhn.
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: JAZZ: a c c o r d i n g to Prof . E a r s
>

•

•

•

•

•

•

Black Creoles had a great deal
of access to White culture in
New
Orleans
until
strict
segregation act* in the !890’«
forced them to join their Blacker
brothers uptown. Among them
were musicians, many of whom
were trained in the European
classical tradition, who now had
to be uptown to find work.
March music was played by
Blues People on European
instruments at Friday fish frys
and
funerals,
and
those
instruments were made to cry,
to shout, and to sing as they
never had. A new kind of music
evolved which grew over the
entire planet and probably
beyond. (Next stop Jupiter?)
Jazz is seen as being an
expression o f Afro-American
culture, as being a world music,
as a way tc make music, and as a
vehicle to tap the energy sources
of the universe. Whatever
definitions the word had been
given, there is music that one
hears and it is the music that
speaks.
In
traditional
European
music, the musicians piay for the
composer. That is, when one

hears a piece composed in that
tradition, one actually hears the
composer, since it is the
comnoper who designs the event
and
the
performer
who
actualizes it. Therefore, a
classical musician, in most cases,
operates as a medium for the
composer. His function is not so
much as an individual as an
instrument. O f course, this is not
the undermine the virtues o f a
classical musician. A great deal
of technique and sensitivity is
required.
In jazz, there is no such gap
between the composer and the
player. They are the same
person. The procedure might be
referred to as spontaneous group
composition. Each player plays
as his own voice and not a* the
uniform sound o f a second
trombone or contra-bass. Most
often, the music i? improvised,
made now, hear, on the spot. No
two sessions may ever be the
same. And in this immediency,
there is no time to fake, to be
anything but yourself. This is
raw, honest reality. Although
the improvisations may be based
upon a composition which may

be melodic, chordal, rhythmic,
pure interaction among players,
or all o f the above, as raw
material, most o f the composing
is done spontaneously by the
players.
D ecisio n s
a re
immediate.
Each
player
contributes his part to the whole
event.
Jazz is not made to be just
entertainment, although it may
be enjoyable. It is acoustic
architecture, a space that you
hear. Unlike popular music in
which the emphasis is on theatre
(Dylan, The Beatles, Alice
Cooper, and Frank Sinatra are
all actors). Jazz is mere
concerned with the sound.
although theatre is involved as
well. Much music is made to
amuse, distract or put you to
sleep. It is a turn-off. Jazz isn’t
made for background noise. You
listen or you leave.
In listening to any music you
experience about three different
kinds o f responses. The first is
kinetic, the body, it moves. Feel
your body move. Listen to those
messages, the body tells you a
lot. The second level is the
intellectual, vital, and the most

C U R R E N T
b y J im H a b e d
The Moody Blues don't really
hive to change their musical
directions. Their style has not
changed drastically m et their
second aibum. Bur, their
seventh, SEVENTH SOJOURN,
demonstrates the Moodie’s tight,
cosmic style that trade them one
of the most successful rock
groups to record.
'Every Good Boy Deserves a
Favour' was the peak of the
Moody Blue's career. It would of
been unpomible to equal or
the
of that
album. The songs an “Seventh
Sojourn” me typical Moody
Blues, nothing phenomenal but

A

ever-present in the Moodies
muric. He makes the music soar
and dive ae if there was an
additional string section in the

• ROCK-

L

B

U

The album starts with slow, laid
beck tunes which are remtnfcent
of Stevie's “My Cherie Amour”

recording studio.

The Moody Blues still have a
future and s !c! o f dedicated
fans who’ll buy a lot of copies of
“Seventh Sojourn.”
It's good to hear Stevie
Wonder again. IBs latest,
TALKING BOOK, is a nice
album, but don’t buy it on the
bam o f hearing the single,
“Superstitious,” on the radio.
The fourth cut on the side,
“Looking For Another True
Love” contains an added
surprise, Jeff Beck during lend
The last song on the alburn, guitar on a nice flowing song.
Tm Just a Singer (in a Rock
All the eongs on the dbuu
and RoB Band), is a semi-rocker, me written or co-written by
unlike the other cuts which are Stevie Wonder. Stevie has
mostly entity and reflective, changed with fee times but he
tfike Finder’s nreflotron is the
underiying energy which ■

dangerous, for it is at this level
that one accepts or rejects the
experience. The intellectual level
concerns not only listening to
the texture and structure o f the
music, b u t also associations
which are made with the music.
Is it too far out? Is it “old
fashioned?” Is it “to o deep” or
“ too complex?" All these and
more can block o ff any real
experience o f the music on the
third and most important level,
the emotional. This does not
mean intellectual concepts like
sadness, bright, somber, playful,
spaced out, but it involves a
more direct, gut effect on your
whole self. It it could be
expressed in words, there would
be no need for the music.
You have to work to listen to
Jazz. You can't just nod out.
And like anything that involves
some personal com m itm ent.it is
more than worth it. Listening
requires your attention. If you
have some difficulty listening to
the music try focusing on
something specific. In jazz, each
player is in constant dialogue
with each other player. Try
listening to just the soloist and
the drummer. Or just listen to

throughout continuous playing.

Side

two

starts
with
“Superstitious” and smoothly
slides into “ Big ?u)thv r” which
excellent

lyrics and

harmonica which musically
matches the mood perfectly.
There has been much furor
over the rumor that Firesign
Theatre has split up and gone
their separate ways. The rumor
album, tTvOT INSANE,” will
tickle your funny bone in the
usual Firesign fashion.
The album was recorded
before a live audience which
taka away a lot o f the crisp,
Ieffects. A few times,
JL JM fIC H ,
=■ ■= :----- J
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the people behind the soloist. Or
try listening to just the sounds in
themselves w ithout any regard
to what you think they are. Or
try listening to an instrument as
you would to human voice and
see where that takes you. There
are myriad tools you can use to
really get into the music if you
need them. You cap invent vour
own. If you don t Know who to
listen to, try any o f these
people: Jelly Roll Morton, Louis
Armstrong
Duke
Ellington,
Charlie
Parker,
Thelonious
Monk. Charles Mingus, Miles
Davis, John Cuiirauc, Gir.ciic
Coleman. Eric Dolphy. Cecil
Taylor, ARchie Shepp, Pharoah
Sanders, or Herbie Hancock.
Ana hopefully alter your
explorations you' will find
yourself a little more awake to
being alive and in this universe.
You may find yourself noticing
that there are sounds in the air.
that there is sky and earth, that
your nose tickles, that there is
wonder, that the person next
you is human being, that you
breathe, that there is light. Jazz,
among many things is a means to
wake up and notice tlus world.
It's something that can't be
ignored- Check it out.

M

S

joke tht you can’t appreciate on
record.
_
„ ,
The play itself premeires the
musical talents o f Firesign.
There are a couple commercial
breaks*
that
contain
unbdieveably funny dialogue
with musical accompaniment.
The ability o f Firesign

Theatre to create a picture of
complete absurdity in your mind
is unique. Cheech and Chong
don't have the talent or
imagination to do anything so
humorous- National Lampoon's
“Radio Dinner” is a damn good
album,
but
it
isn't as
consistantly funny as “Not
Insane.”
Firesign
Theatre
are
beginning to branch out into
video
tape,
movies.
apparently, infrequent
live
draws. Firesign are definitely
liciy

or fmffn at a visual

of

mutti-media entertainment.
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Film Series #1:
Dimensions of Humanistic Psychology
Jan. 18:
[THREE APPROACHES TO
PSYCHOTHERAPY; Actual
therapy sessions with Carol
Rogers, Fritz Peris and
Albert Ellis. 117 minutes.
2:00 and 6:00 showings in
room 132 LHH.
[Jan. 22:
Ir o l l o MAY AND HUMAN
!ENCOUNTER; Basic principles
self-self encounter and
self-other encounter. Also
[discussed is manipulation
[human e n c o u n t e r and exploita
tion of sex. 60 minutes,
ill :00 & 4:00 showings in 132
[LHH. 9:00 in 154 LSH & 2:00
[in 121 LHH.
jJan. 24:
TARGET FIVE; Virginia Satire.
[the eminent family therapist,
[demonstrates four manipulative
[response forms. 48 minutes.
11:00 & 4:00 showing in 132
[LHH. 9:00 showing in 154 LSH.
Ian. 29:
[HASLOW AND SELF ACTUALIZATION;
[Abraham Maslow, founder of the
[concept of self-actualization,
[discusses the various dimension
[of his concept. 60 minutes.
111:00 & 4:00 showing in 132 LHH.
[9:00 showing in 154 LSH & 2:00
[showing in 121 LHH.
[Feb. 1:
FREDERICK PERLS AND GESTALT
-THERAPY; Presents a summary of
_|Fr 1tz's theories including
cliche behavior, implosive iayer,
explosive layer and others.

B

To Help Find

Your Nicne

ATTENTION

A ll

454-5013
454-0709

Complete attire for
every member of the
wedding party,
including mother of
the bride. Over 40
styles of after six

Editor's note: This is the second in a series o f six articles dealing
with career planning and placement. This service is sponsored by the
Career Planning and Placement Service located in Room 247 Lake
Huron Hall.

TENANTS
Executive Office
January 9, 1973
Gov. William G. Milliken last
Tuesday signed into law a How to Choose A Job or Career Area
Landlord-Tenant bill which he
hailed as "a major breakthrough Once you have chosen your major field o f study, you then need to
in establishing arid protecting select the particular vocation or job group in which you will
specialize. How do you proceed with this selection!
tenant rights.
‘This bill represents a major
First: You should find out all o f the information that you can
breakthrough in establishing and
about
each specific occupation by u x of the vocational information
protecting
tenant
rights,"
in
the
S tudent Development Room as well as from other sources
Milliken said. "For the first time
such
as,
by “picking the brains" of your advisor and other faculty
in Michigan, tenants are given
substantial rights not previously members in your major department and by talking with persons
written into law. This bill ( actively working in these particular jobs. You will thus receive a
establishes a clear relationship wealth of information to aid in your decision.
between the landlord and the
Second: A Placement Service staff member will discuss with you
tenant, and is a major step
current
conditions and trends in various occupations, future
forward in consumer legislation
projections
and outlook, working conditions, job location and other
in this state. Its inactment
overs!! information.
represents extensive bi-partisan
legislative work that will be of
Third: The final choice is yours. Considering the information you
particular significance to college
have gathered above, and matching the job conditions against this,
communities.”
------you may now make the detailed selection.
The bill (H-5978. I.E.) makes
The Campus Ministry Council o f G.V.W.C. again reminds
a number o f changes in Michigan
lease law, especially in the area interested students o f its Scholarship Fund, the purpose o f which is
o f security deposits, including: to encourage G.VJS.C. students irs research projects in the general
-lim iting security deposits to area of religion.
The Council will make Amds available for projects it determines
not more than I Vi months’ rent;
worthy.
Application for scholarship help must be submitted by the
-requiring
that
deposit
fourth
week
o f the term.
monies be placed in special
Following are questions designed to guide the student in making
deposits in regulated financial
application
and to indicate something o f what the Council is
institutions, If the landlord
expecting:
! desires to use the monies, he
| must secure a surety bond
1. Describe briefly the nature
acceptable ;c the Attorney of your religious project.
General and deposited with the
2. How does thfc project relate to your academic studies at
i Secretary o f State.
G.V. 3.C. (for example: work done for what faculty member? what

75 minutes. 9:00, ?
^showings 1n 132 LHH
-limiting the use of security
deposits
to reimbursement of
'ijm Series #2# Feb* 7-Feb. 28, Educaj
[tional fc Social Psychology. Program the landlord for "actual damages
that are the direct result of
[to be announced. ^Student Develop
conduct
not
reasonably
ment Seminars: For further informain the normal course of
[tion contact the Counseling $ Student] 1expected
habitation” or for back rent and
[Development Center. Lakeunpaid
Huron
Hall.
utilities.
’*xt. 266. ^
__________
-requiring the landlord to
furnish
the tenant with an
)USE OF FORMAL WEAR
inventory checklist so that
71 S. Division
existing damagrs to a dwelling
Phone

W&BBB8
mwR

L

may be noted before the tenant
moves in.
-requiring me landlord, upon
termination of the lease, to
return „ the entire security
deposit, or a portion of it with
an itemized list of damages and
repair costs within 30 days of
iemrioatioa of occupancy. The
tenant has seven days thereafter
to respond, otherwise he forfeits
the amount claimed for
■ages.
ts to notify
the landlord, in writing, o f their
four days
the termination o f the
Faflure to provide a
the
o f the 30-day notice

course? what credit?)

3. How does this study relate to your religious pilgrimage?
4. What is the anticipated length o f time required to complete
the project and what kind o f costs do you anticipate?
5. Council requires some kind o f final report. O f what nature will
■ , ■ - —
SAFETY

— -

The
Campus
Safety
Committee is seeking to become
aware of existing and potential
safety hazards on campus and to
call them to the attention of
whomever is responsible for
correcting the situation. If you
are aware of any safety hazards,
please list them and leave the
note at the EXCO office, 110
Commons, Student Life office

- ■

■■ - - -

— -

SKI CLUB
TRIPS

PIANNED

There will be an important
Ski Club Meeting Tuesday,
January 23 in room 176 Lake
M^Wgan Hall at 6 p.m. For
i*10* interested in taking part in
two trips planned,
Firet
"ill be held
February 16, 17 and 18 in
Traverse City, Mi. Price for this
trip is S38.50 arid a deposit of
OPEN HOUSE
**0-00 is needed.
_ „
.
' The del trip to Canada will
On Saturday, January 20, ^
discussed at this meeting.
1973, the Residence Hals wfll persons interested can sign up at
hold an Open House from 2:00 ^ ^
Thu trip to be held
p m .-to 6:001p m (Mote and Uuch 18.25 and it will cost
after the bmketbali |« » e with approximately $100.00.
Ahna) Refreshments wfll be
m either of these
served and
trips pteam come to the meeting
conduct tours o f the butidinp. for fiuthu information.
All faculty, staff, parents and
students are cordially invited.
FREE MOVIES
Two free movies wfll be risown
notice o f dwnaps. If ®* on Wednesday, January 24. at
landhnti fafls to comply with 3^0 pjn. in 1S4 Lake Superior
flris section o f the law, the | y | .
o f Km mcarity daporit rh jw fiiit the capital city o f
Cwlmhti, Austria. The second
The aaw law takas effset Mm portrays participants ia and
April 1. 1973, anti * p fl« to a l activities o f the 1972 GVK
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The Bunkhouse Informer
ky C. i. Czandk
"Life is a jo k e ih a i has
ju s t b e g u n . . . .
G ilbert

0RHIRRP RRR UPtURRR

BUNKHOUSE
GUIDE TO GAS STATIONS
This is a gvide to the gas
I stations within a few miles o f
[the dom u, and are on Lake
I Michigan Drive (M-45).
The purpose is to give you
I information on repair service,
I hours of operation and other
[information you might need
[some day in the future. If you
[own a car, cut this out and put it
■in your glove compartment.
I There is never a phone book
(around when you need it.
The gas prices listed for each
(station are for regular and
(premium. They
will have
(changed by the time you read
(this, but you can compare the
(prices of each station and see
(where they stand.

WEST ON LAKE
Hanson's Texaco (across from

and mmor repairs except
transmission work. 24 hour tow
service. Phone: 677-5743. 24
hour phone:
677-3395 or
677 1519. Gas Prices 36.9,40.9.

Zephyr (intersection o f M-ll
and M-45) (5.9 miles) Open
seven days a week, 6 a.m. to
Midnight. No tow or repair
service. Phone: 453-9037. Gas
Prices: 31.9, 34.9

Standale
Texaco (5.9 miles) Open six
days a week 6 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Minor repair service. Phone:
453-7931 Gas Prices: 34.9,38.9.

Bay Service, Standale (6.1 miles)
Open Monday thru Thursday 6
a.m. to 10 p.m.; Friday 6 a m . to
Midnight; Saturday 7 a.m. to
Midnight; and Sunday 9 to 9. No
repair service. Phone: 453-9092
Gas
Prices:
31.9,
35.9.

the college) Open Mondy thru
Saturday, 7:30 a.m. to 8 p.m.
!Closed Sunday. Services include Schneider's Srandsle Mobil (6.2
minor repain and battery miles) Open Monday thru
charges. Phone: 895-4307. Gas • Friday; 7 a.m. to 8:30 p.m.;
prices: 34.9,37.9
Saturday’s 7 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Handles minor repairs. Phone:
AUendals Sunoco (2.6 miles) 453-9597. Gas Prices: 36.9,
Open Monday thru Saturday, 7 40.9.
a.m. to 9 p.m. Closed Sundays.
Standale Standard Sales
Major and minor repair service.
and
Services
(6.5 miles) They
Special air-conditioner service.
Tow service. Phone: 895-4354 handle most repairs. Tow service
Gas prices: (200) 36.9, (240) when open. Phone: 453-0205.
Gas Prices: 36.9,40.9.
41.9

Lee’s Citgo,

Allendale (4.1
miles) Open six days a week 6
a.m. to 10 p.m. Handles major
and minor repain. 24 hour tow
service.
Regular
phone:
895-6371. After houn call
895-6300. Gas Prices: 36.9,
40.9.

Lanes i: building a tak eo u t store
next to the bowling alley. After
being defeated at the polls for a
take out liscense by the
Uc-tGtlir.g Allendale citizens, the
establishment went to the State
with more success.
Since the lanes are only a
quarter of a mile from the dorm,
it will cut the distance for a Bud
by about 90%. A spokesmen for
the lanes said that he hopes it
will be ready to open in about 3
months. The store will also sell
pop, chips and other party
items.

TOO MANY
KEGGERS
A committee is being formed
to study the effects o f the
increased amount of keggers that
have taken place in the dorms'
since the start of^ffie school
year. They have on the most
part
taken
place
without
trouble, but some complaints

have been received on things
such as excessive noise. The
committee will include all the
Horn KMidini Advisors a lc n s
with other dorm residents. Some
new
guidelines
concerning
keggers will be one area
discussed by the committee.

aft
//

Y es

Virginia, There i s o Food C o m m i t t e e

Many compUinU are heard daily can that can do something °*ty
on the “crummy food” the ARA •bout
it- And there is
H
served
somewhere that you can to
complaints are received (such u
Everyoneincluding myeelf hat
(No, it s not the Ottawa Health the one I have concerning the

miped on such
as:
1 Cold Food
2 Hair and other assorted
in the food.
3. Meat that has more fat
a

KdhpGmvr (Gulf)
0-2
. ---- «- n

Valley community, along with
other information.
If you would like to write
something for the Residence
Halls every issue, come to the
LANTHORN Office, 17 Lake
Superior Hall. In conclusion, I
would like to thank Brenda,
Sandy, Sherry and Rayann for
giving up their time to type for
me. I would also like to inform
them that I will still need their
help in the future and would
appreciate it.

You would do well to note
that of the previously mentioned
gas stations, only two out o f
twelve are open to midnight.
Only two arc open on Sundays.
This makes it rough if you are
low on gas.
There is only one gas station
on Lake Michigan Drive open 24
hours a day, 7 days a week. It is
a Clark Station 10 miles from
Grand Valley in Grand Rapids.
It’s about a Mock past the 1-196
entry ramp.

Easing Standard, Allendale (4.1
miles) Open six days a week 7
am. to 9 pm. Handles major
and minor repain. Only station
around with AAA service. 24
hour service. Phone 895-6163. REPAIRS
Gas Prices: 36.9,40.9.
It you should need some car
repairs U is wise to go to several
Rayco’s Discount Gasoline (7.3 sources first. My experience on
;) Open Monday thru mqor repairs has been nil, but I
7 am . to 9 p.m.. have found the Grand Valle?
Friday 7 am . to 10 pm ., and Garage satisfactory. Their prices
8 am. to 10 pm . No
low and the work done
service, but the guy does
id can. Phone: *95-4167.
Do not
One ftnM
Gas Prices: 32.9,34.9.
EAST ON LAKE

Now some unexpected good
news.
Are one o f the mass of
students that have to drive ten
miles to get a six-pack or a
bottle o f wine?
This will not have to happen
much longer. Grand Valley

In nine out of the last ten
issues of the LANTHORN, I
have tried to report on the
various aspects of dorm living
along with articles o f interest to
the dorm student. I’ve had my
successes and failures, but I feel
it is time to try other areas o f
writing.
So with this issue o f the
LANTHORN I conclude the
Bunkhouse Informer. 1 will be
starting a new column next issue
that will be o f a more serious
nature. It will analyse the Grand

_

______ _

—

. i
t’taay)

Bepartasent).
*~ck
1
found
in
my
The place is called quite RMgetti-----) They could meet
Beverly in fact, the Pood more often and with maybe even
l b*.
■“ **«*•
fto?> *jj
yoM Nana a complaint,
f r o * the ARA.' IMeromic— are committee, (ted ont who tWv
bald on the fond in hop* « at a h s ^ a c ^
rohteme can ha found to the TW f don«t know uatem roe tell
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CAN TOD TELEVISION?
One day, in the hills of that the Federal Communica
Pennsylvania, some neighbors tions Commission said. “Wait a
decided that they wanted to minute, we want lo make sure
make full use o f their television everyone gets a fair shake!” It
« receivers. Instead o f the one ruled that local government
fuzzy and unclear channel they muicipalities have the authority
received, they wanted to get to sell the rights to building a
three or four different toarp and cable T.V. system in their cities.
clear channels. On a nearby hill It also ruled that a channel of
they erected a massive antenna the cable (or C.A.T.V. which is
.nd connected their televisions really Community Antenna
to it by wires. An amplifier Television) must be accessible to
increased the quality o f the T.V. local citizenry in order tha* their
signals and, lo and behold, the communication’s needs be met.
first cable television system was Kalamazoo’s cable system was
built long before the F.C.C.
bom. That was in 1949.
rulings were handed down.
Which brings us to Grand Rapids
Slowly through the years,
in 1973.
more distant T.V. channels were
formed to set up the necessary
Last Thursday, the four
equipment to receive these C.A.T.V. companies competing
signals. Some companies even for cable rights, further exalted
went to other cities to see if the themselves before the city
people there would want them commission. Each company
to set up a cable T.V. system. wanted to buy the Grand Rapids
And all o f a sudden it got so big Franchise. (Just like a Big Bo;

Franchise except bigger) One
company, L.V.O., presented
slides and even a videotape
showing
their
outstanding
C.A.T.V.
system
in
Carpentersvilie, III. northwest of
Chicago. They also had a mobile
T.V. studio parked outside city
hall. Each company had an hour
for their presentations. The next
contender, Cox-Grand Valley
argued from a strong position of
community involvement and
urged the commission to visit
their New York and San Diego
C.A.T.V.
systems.
General
Electric cable, which has been
awarded the franchise by the
city of Wyoming next presented
their rap and wuz followed by
the Continental Cablevision slide
show.
In
view
of
the
negotiations o f the last few
months by concerned citizens,
Thursday's announcement of the
f a citizen?: review

board was of great importance.
This group represents the
peoples’ interest in tlie city of
Grand Rapids' Cable channel
Public Access
called
the
Channel. This board will hear
people
and
make
recommendations
Concerning
changing the ordinance that
grants the franchise rights, fhis
city ordinance is now outdated
and must be upgraded.
The Rev. Peter Paulsen o f the
West Michigan Media Ministry
said that a high priority of the
review board should be mapping
out a process by which citizens
would be a functional pari of
their own television. This
process hopefully will serve as a
model
for cable television
municipalities throughout the
nation. The Review Board.
fwwMed by the city o f Grand

Rapids, is chaired by Paulsen
and includes Marshall Chauez of
the Latin American Council.
Tom
Blandford,
a
local
businessmen. Mark Draugeiis. a
student a Grand Valley. David
Blaun. a senior at Central High,
Cal Jeler. chairman of the
Human Relations Commission
and Ms. Jo Wills, a librarian for
the
Grand
Rapids Public
Library. During these months
before
April.
while
city
commissioners are visiting cable
installations across the nation,
prior to the final decision on
April 18, citizens in Grand
Rapids can talk directly to the
Citizens Review Board as soon as
meeting dates are announced.

Subsequent articles by this
reporter will express themselves
in greater detail to community
antenna television.

levers '■

HOW

TO MAKE

A PRO FIT
"Basical 1 y ,
t h e r e a r e no
m i s e r a b l e cus
tomers.
In
f a c t , i f o*c
cuts m e o f f at
a red light
and turns into
o u r p a r k i n g lot,
my h e a r t m e l t s . "
-F r e d e r i c k M e i j e r

by Tony Graham
“ In busines* you're where it’s
at,” said Frederik Meijer, owner
o f Meijer, Inc., when he opened
his speech Friday at the Charter
initiation o f the Grand Viiiey
State College Chapter o f the
American
M arketing
Association.
Last
month the
194th
Collegiate Chapter o f the AM.A.
was granted to GVSC and
presently has 20 members. Mr.
Meijer, o f Me$er Thrifty Acres
fame, was the honored speaker
at die Initiation dinner.

With more than 450 students
in the School of Budneas and

Economics, die Chapter's n ah
goal is to cstafiuh better
com m unications
between
faculty and local
white preparing d a
student for entry into the
business
world.
will be

par for the course so d o n 't
worry about it,” said Mr.
Meijer.) Others to receive awards
for
their
cooperation
in
organizing the chapter were Pres.
Lubbers (“ You spelled the
Arend right”), Dean Niemeyer
o f C.AJ5., Marvin DeVries, Prof,
o f Business and Economics.
Prof. Jitendra Sharma was also
dunked for his valuable help.
Pres. Lubbers continued the
ceremonies by presenting a dime
to Mr. Meijer for the parking
ssts. “ I don't want to take
money under false pretenses,”
he replied, “bu t the gates are up
it. But I am parked iUegaly
this will go toward the

barber, or a doctor, or in any
other field.”
Meijer's is also concerned!
with the ecology, and recyc
glass and 150 tons o f cardboard[
every week.
Mr. Meijer spoke o f the poor!
reputation that businesses have]
nowadays. In a recent
State University survey in the[
Lansing and Grand Rapids i
statistics show that 71% o f
general population hold 1
in low esteem, and 29% feel th ey |
are being cheated by the
that they support.
Mr. Meijer would like to
rchants improve their

PIROiM

Officially, GVSC is a member
of the Public Interest Research
Group In Michigan. PIRGIM has
been endorsed by a student
referendum and has the support
of the Board o f Control.
But in reality, the PIRGIM
organization on campus is
weaker this year than it was last
spring, partially because test
year’s key organizing people
have graduated.
Alan Barak, the state PIRGIM
campus organizer, came to
GVSC this week to meet with
students, organizer support, and
rekindle the interest students
once had in “ action for a

change.”
PIRGIM is a student-run,
student-supported organization
to research and
to expose and
remedy
social
problems.
Voluntary fees that are collected
at
re£stratioa
on
each
participating campus are used to
fund investigative projects and
pay the mlaries o f the
tiff the student

Oakland University. More than a
dozen other
colleges and
universities are in the early
organizational stages.
Barak believes There is a great
deal o f potential in the Grand
Rapids
uea
for
PIRGIM
projects. Grand Kspics is uk
second largest city in the state.
We should find all the problems
usually associated with a city o f
its size. It’s fertile territory for
^ ^ S c o itly , PIRGIM conducted
a much-publicized toy safety
project
that revealed toys
banned by the Food and thug
Administration were being sold
in stores across the state. Other
projects have included a study o f
ambulance services in Michigan
and a succettful precedent
setting tenant protection suit in
E. Lansing.

Detailed
descriptions of
image by trying harder to please I
PIRGIM activity appear in the
After opening his speech, Mr. the customers. Any grin would |
bi-m onthly
newsletter
dww
in
their
attitudes,
Meijer became serious, pointing
distributed on campus caBed
reflect back on the|
out that “Too many merchants
PIRCHM'S PROGRESS. Tm
and better relations.
think that their mrin concern it
is edited by two
students. Mike
a profit ” Mr.
are no|
“ Basically
IMaty Kramer.
who has been in the
* Ms.
As
Bank
spoke to daares, he
i for 40 years, arid that a Meijer said, “tn fact, if one cuts]
GVSC begtes Us
fee
that tries to do what is me off at • red light and
urged
students
to participate in
coHecfion plan this f r i y . At
ri^it for its curionms and into our putting lot, my heart I
ta profit as
the option o f adding SI to their aw ey of gas
closed his
Mr
o f its
As
for the
m i loo
and
em ploym ent
Currently, the
experienced, fee
high
is only
of
"After
Valley
field o f
of
if I had

I“ to

to Mr
o f the
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LAK E R S

|

IVeyne
State

Run t h e i r record 1M

Saginaw
Valley

Grand Valley continued its
Grand Valley notched their
winning ways on the basketball
eighth road victory o f the year
court with an easy 82-56 victory
with a 98-80 victory over
over Wayne State. The win was
Saginaw Valley State College.
the ninth of the year for the
The win was the second in
Lakers again:! only one defeat.
GLIZC competition for the
The Lakers came out and Lakers against no defeats.
took control of the game early,
Saginaw Valley usually an
building up a ten point lead
easy target for the Lakers were
(20-10) with only eight minutes only trailing by one point 37-36
gone. They increased that lead with 3 :15 to go in the first half.
to 42-28 at halftime.
The reason for the close score
The credit for the quick lead was two fold, first the Lakers
goes to the defense they were playing one o f their worst
stopped the Tartars fromgetting games o f the year, and second,
inside and they only shot ^ per the officials were apparently
cent. In comparison, the Lakers
equalizing the height advantage
hit 52 per cent o f their shots,
o f Grand Valley.
mostly from in dose.
In the final three minutes o f
In the second half, the Lakers the half the Lakers outscored
outscored Wayne State 14-5 in
Saginaw Valley 11-2 to isks •
the first five minutes to put the
48-38 Jialf time lead. Tom
game out of reach.
Veltcamp hit the first three
Jefl Lende was the leading baskets o f the second half to
scorer for the Lakers with 27
give the Lakers a 16 point lead
points. He hit 13 of 18 shots
and Saginaw Valley was never in
from the floor. Fred Roh added
the game again.
23. and Tom Veltcamp had 15
Fred Rch was high scorer for
along with seven assists. Pat
the game with 34 points, Jeff
Smith, who played an excellent
Lende added 20, and Tom
defensive game, scored eight
Veltcamp had 14. Phil Bryant
points and handed out 10 assists,
starting his first game o f the
including a behind the back pass
year, due to an injury to Kimm
to Roh for an easy iayup that
brought the fans out of iheir Griffin, scored 8 points and had
six assets. For Saginaw Valley
seats.
The rebounding edge also Art Hams was higli scorer with
went to the Lakers 53-33, Roh 22 points.
Grand Valley also won the
was high with 14, and Lende
battle
of Use boards 57-35, Roh
added 11. The only Wayne State
had
13
rebounds, while Lende
player to show much offensive
ability was Bob Solomon who and Veltcamp added 10 each.
scored 23 points.
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Fred Roh at charity line

Aquinas
The Lakers raised their season
record
to
11-1
with an
84-59

iitiD icuiva

v ic to ry ev er

rival Aquinas College.
Aquinas was never in the
game as the Grand Valley
defense did an outstanding job.
Tom Villemure must be very
proud o f hi: team because
before the game Aquinas was the
number one small college team
in field goal percentage with
58.7 per cent. But the Laker

defense held Aquinas to just
31.9 per cent on 23 o f 72 while
the Lakers were shooting 38 o f
72 for 52.8 per cent.
Grand Valley jumped o ff to a
20-5 lead with only eight
minutes gone in the game. The
rest o f the first half was played
evenly and the Lakers held a
42-29 halftime lead.
In the first ten minutes o f the
second half the Lakers outscored
Aquinas 18-4 to increase their
lead to 27 points. Even with the
subs in for the last five minutes
Aquinas could get no closer than

CURRENT BASKETBALL STATS
Name
Roh, Fred
Lende, Jeff
Vdtkamp, Tom
Griffin, Kimm
Smith, Fiat
Bryant, R d
Noble, Todd
Martinus, Randy
Olemavage, Marie
Mflfcr. Steve
Harper, Larry
Brown, James
Bmpe, Dan

G
12
12
12
II
12
11
11
II
6
8
8
8
8

FG FT KB
128
108
55
47
29
28
16
13
13
12
6
3
2

57
40
39
20
7
7
2
11
S
3
4
5
1

105
115
64
65
39
21
24
9
21
13
IS
S
8

TP AVG
313
256
149
114
65
29
34
37
31
27
16
11
S

26.0
21.3
12.4
10.3
5.4
2 j6

3.1
3.4
5.2
3.4

2D
14
.7

ms
N I_

With This Ad
One Emission
*1.50

SAVO Y

1* show at fOOm
Last showat *45*

The Greed Valley Varsity Rowing
Tee« extends an Invataller, to anyone
Interested In becoming a CREW MEMBER
to aeet In the Field House Thursday.
Jen. 25, at 3:00 p.». Meet the coac
view ROMIRG FILMS end learn how feu
can becoae Involved In CREW.

the final margin of 25 points.
Jeff Lende and Kimm Griffin
were the high scorers for the
Lakers with 20 points each. Fred
Roh added 17 and Pat Smith
who only scored 4 points
handed out seven
sts. For
Aquinas Alan Keener had 18 and
Faui Gnepper had i i . Dennis
Spaulding a 6-6 forward was
unable to play for Aquinas
because of health reasons. He
would have made the game
closer but Aquinas is not in
Grand Valley’s league as far as
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INDOOR TRACK
SEASON
STARTS TOMMORROW

I
Ham Horsiik
Coach Bid Ginger faces a
rebuilding job as his Grand
Valley indoor trackmen get
ready for their 1973 season
opener: the Eastern Michigan
University Invitational to be
held January 19th at 3:00 p.m.
Only seven men are returning
from last years squad, which
won the Great Lakes Conference
and
Ferris
Slate
College
Invitational*, finished second at
the Elmhurst College Relays andcaptured third place at the
NAIA District #2 3 meet.
Among those trackmen not
returning are freshman sprinter
Bob Eubanks, who was drafted,
and pole vault standout, Lance
Morey.
Returning veterans include,
NAIA long jum p champion John
Fix, who also runs the 60 yard
dash, Rick Cooley, High jump,
long jum p; Gary Frankfurter,
hurdles; BUI Vcgt, two mile;
Nick Chorny, pole vault; and Joe
Smith, dtoi put. Also returning

is decathlon man, Tim Kohane,
who was out most o f last season
with an injury.
The first real indications o f
Grand Valley's track strength
should come on February 10th,
when the Lakers host the Grand
Valley Invitational. The schedule
previous to this will feature large
college tournaments, including
the University o f Michigan,
Relays and the Western Michigan
University Invitational.
There are only three dual
meets on the indoor schedulethis year. The first to be held
Befruary
17th at Aquinas
College, followed a week later
by a home meet with Hillsdale
Coiiege. The Lakers beat both
schools last year.
Ferris State College will host
this years NAIA District # 23
Indoor Track Championship on
March 3rd, and the Lakers will
conclude their indoor season
with a dual meet March 7th at
Olivet College.

H

B

Indoor Track Schedule
Jan. 19
At Eastern Michigan
Invitational
Jan. 27
At University o f Michigan
relays
Feb. 2
At Western Michigan
Invitational
Feb. 10
Grand Valley State
College Invitational
At Aquinas College
Feb. 17
Hillsdale College
Feb. 24
NAIA District 23
March 3
Indoor Track Championships
at Ferris

3:00p.m.
1:00p.m.
12:00 noon |
\

I 00 p.m.
12:00 noon]
12:00 noon]

i:C0p.m.

I

Women’s

Sports
Grand
V alley’s
rfri’s
volleyball team closed out a
very successful 8-2 season by
competmg hi the GW’s State
VoBeybaB Tournament. The
h
by

honors. At the end o f the day.
P**06
Michigan State University; the
Gnnd Valley grit took fourth.
Next weekend Michigan * top
three teams w il travel to
W acom for participation in
fcepoosl competition.

A total o f fiw collegrs * « •
to M ead. T e w foM

^

_____________________
U ahnfty, Grand Vafcy State

U sd
JsS?

Crarapton,

Grapplers Place Third
In
Invitational
Hans Horstik
Arriving without the services
o f injured starters Rick Vaughn
and Jim Scholten, the Grand
Valley
wrestler*
left
the
Muskegon Community College
invitational with third place and
three champions. Cuyahoga West
Community College (Ohio) won
the event with 9 0 lA points, while
host Muskegon finished second
with 71 Vi points. Grand Valley
had SO points for third.
Other schools participating
were: Grand Rapids Junior
College, fourth piace, 47 points;

Loraine County Community 190 lbs. as Frank Post,
College, fifth place, 3S points; sophom ore
defeated Bob
Calvin Coiiege, sixth place, 22 Ankney o f Grand Rapids J.C. in
points; and Delta Community the final Ankney is an AAU
College, seventh place with !0 nationally ranked wrestler.
points.
The Lakers had two third
Mark Mansiar.ti. took firs! place finishers in Larry Cardinel,
place at 118 lbs, beating Robin senior, at 134 lbs and Dave
Emery from Cuyahoga West in Mineau, junior, at ISO lbs. Marv
the final. Sophomore Gary Boluyt and Mike Karasinski
Chopp won the 167 lbs. class by placed fourth at 142 lbs. and
defeating Gary Jonseck o f Heavyweight respectively.
Grand Valley’s next meet is a
Muskegon CC, 4-1. Jonseck had
defeated Chopp in a dual meet dual at Ferris State College on
earner in the year. Grand January jvth. Starting time is
Vailey’s third champion rame at 7:30 p m .
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Divine Sales Cessaunity Service
Project recycles unused articles

rfs sell good things at low prices
records, books, sporting goods,
jewelery, kitchenware, furniture,
and appliances.
1502 Wealthy S.E
774-0946 Open d<

Three booldeU o f interest to students studying abroad are now#
available at the Office o f International Studies 210 Lake Superior
tH all. They are the S tudent Guide to Amsterdam. London, and Paris*
The booklets provide very useful information on low cost
•accommodations, places to eat, things to do, customs, etc. The cost®
is $.35 per booklet. The Student Guide to New York is also available^
•a t 1.50 per booklet.

tout mote year

•

v a m a h a -h a r t - k n e i s s

VOLKL and many others.
While they last!
$135 HART CAMARO now $75.00
$79.95 Refm '687* Fiberglass
JAVELIN now $ 8 9 . 0 0
$210 HART JAVELIN XXL $ 9 9 . 0 0
$210 KNEISS White S t a r Racer
SL $ 1 2 6 . 0 0
$139 Yanina Hi FLEX $ 6 9 . 0 0

H w A m n a l l A M m llM fM

[TO
JACKETS-*

KE6.-I60 OVER THE BOOT
HEN'S AMD WOMENS PANTS
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